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Control of Turning Behaviors by Spinal Projection Neurons in the Larval Zebrafish

Abstract

This thesis aims to examine how hindbrain spinal projection neurons (SPNs), namely RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 control tail undulations during turning behaviors. I find that phototaxic turns differ from forward swims by an increased tail bend and a prolonged cycle period during the first undulation, while the later undulations are largely identical. Interestingly, laser ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons specifically affects the first undulation cycle by reducing the tail bend and the cycle period. Thus fish without the SPNs mainly perform forward swims in response to the turn-inducing phototactic cues. These results suggest that the descending motor command that generates turns in larval zebrafish are composed of two pathways: one generates symmetric tail undulations, and the other, mediated by RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons, provides a brief and biased effect that modulates the first cycle of tail movement. Furthermore, fish whose unilateral SPNs are ablated are unable to perform turns toward the ablated side during the phototaxis, the optomotor response, the dark-flash response, and spontaneous swims, indicating the universal role of the SPNs in controlling visually-induced and spontaneous turns.

Simultaneous two-photon calcium imaging and motor nerve recording in paralyzed fish show that RoV3, MiV2 and most MiV1 neurons on the turning side are active during turns, and that these activities are linearly correlated to the vigor of the intended turns. However, some
MiV1 neurons are broadly tuned for all swimming directions. Computer simulations suggest that unilateral descending innervations to a specific type of spinal interneurons, namely commissural inhibitory interneurons, can generate a two-fold increase in the spinal network’s cycle period. This suggests that the SPNs could potentially innervate two types of spinal interneurons, namely CoBL\textsubscript{gly} and CoLo, in order to control the rhythm during turns.

An additional chapter of this thesis examines the ontogeny of operant and classical learning behaviors in zebrafish. Using strategically positioned visual cues paired with electroshocks, I find that both learning behaviors are expressed reliably around week 3, and reach adult performance levels at week 6. These memories are behaviorally expressed in adults for 6 hours and retrievable for 12 hours.
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Overview

The ultimate goal of the central nervous system is to produce and control appropriate motor outputs. Spinal projection neurons in the brainstem and the cortex of mammals innervate motor neurons or pre-motor interneurons in the spinal cord to generate behaviors. These projection neurons thus serve as the last relay in the brain before descending motor commands reach the spinal cord. Despite the apparent significance of the spinal projection neurons in descending motor control, little is known about the exact ways by which these neurons generate and modulate behaviors.

Studies of the role of spinal projection neurons have been focused on basic, rhythmic locomotor behaviors using swimming vertebrates such as lampreys and *Xenopus* tadpoles. The initiation, modulation and termination of rhythmic body movements have been studied using pharmacology, electrophysiologic recordings, behavioral analysis and computer modeling. In the past couple of decades, the larval zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) has been used in neuroscience as a vertebrate model organism due to its well-characterized genetics and transparent body that allow for optical imaging of the activity of hundreds of neurons at single cell resolution. The functional organization of the ~200 spinal projection neurons in larval zebrafish is undergoing extensive research.

Neural networks in the spinal cord possess a high degree of autonomy in generating rhythmic motor outputs during locomotion. This was first demonstrated in lampreys where
isolated spinal cords were able to express rhythmic activities with left-right alternations as long as excitatory amino acids were provided in the bath solution\textsuperscript{7,8}. Models of spinal networks that generate rhythmic locomotion were first proposed on the basis of lamprey studies, and later confirmed by mouse studies where genetic tools were used to specifically mark or manipulate subtypes of spinal interneuron. For example, removal of a subtype of commissural inhibitory spinal interneurons using toxins controlled by the expression of homeobox-containing genes results in the loss of left-right coordination during locomotion\textsuperscript{9}. Using homeogenes to label spinal interneurons is a powerful tool now available in larval zebrafish\textsuperscript{10,11}. The combination of optical and genetic accessibilities makes larval zebrafish an excellent animal model for studying descending control of behaviors by spinal projection neurons.

This thesis aims to demonstrate how small groups of hindbrain spinal projection neurons (SPNs), namely RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2, control tail undulations during turning behaviors in larval zebrafish. By examining turns during phototaxis, the optomotor response, the dark flash response and spontaneous swims, it is found that during turns the first cycle of tail movements is slow and biased toward the turning side; later undulations are fast and symmetric. Interestingly, removal of the SPNs by laser ablation selectively reduces the amplitude and period of the first two undulation cycles, leaving subsequent symmetric undulations unaffected. In addition, the impairment of turns is accompanied by a drastic increase in the occurrence of forward swims. The results suggest that turns involve a modification of the basic motor program of forward swims, and when the brief turning command is abolished forward swims reappear. By combining two-photon microscopy and motor-nerve readouts of the direction of fictive swims, it is found that most of the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are active during ipsilateral turns and their calcium fluorescent responses positively correlate with the turning strength. Some MiV1 neurons,
however, are active during a wide range of turning angles. This is consistent with an activity-dependent mechanism for motor control, which differs from a recruitment mechanism that summons more neurons as the turning strength increases. Modeling studies further suggest that the observed increase in tail bend amplitude and cycle period during turns can be simulated by unilateral descending excitation of motor neurons and commissural inhibitory spinal interneurons, respectively. Given the well-characterized identities of spinal interneurons in larval zebrafish, the simulation studies provide testable hypotheses that predict the SPNs’ synaptic connections in the spinal cord.

In the following introduction, I will first describe various mechanisms which may result in rhythmic activity in the spinal cord: either via intrinsic bursting cells or using reciprocal inhibition within a network. Then the neuronal types and connections in the canonical model of spinal networks will be introduced. To combine this functional framework with our knowledge of the spinal cord of larval zebrafish, I will summarize the morphologies, physiologies, neurotransmitter types and behavioral roles of spinal interneurons in larval zebrafish, and point out the neuronal types that are rhythmically active during locomotion. As locomotion involves the processes of initiation, feedback modulation and termination, I will review mechanisms that control these processes. As expected, many of these controls are mediated by spinal projection neurons. Finally, I will summarize our current understanding of the role of spinal projection neurons in larval zebrafish.

1.1 Rhythm generation in the spinal cord

To address how descending motor commands modulate spinal oscillation, it is essential to understand how spinal oscillations arise and what parameters can be modulated. There are
two hypotheses proposed to explain the origin of neural oscillations: the oscillator hypothesis and the network hypothesis. The oscillator hypothesis uses a single neuron, having special membrane properties, as the primary determinant of the pattern. Without rhythmic synaptic inputs, these neurons periodically fire a burst of spikes, and underneath the spikes is a rhythmic fluctuation of membrane potential. Among various factors that support the formation of single-cell rhythms, a portion of negative resistance in the current-to-voltage curve (I-V curve) is shown to be determinant for oscillations. Positive current is defined as positive charges leaving the cell, and steady-state current across cell membrane typically increases as the clamped voltage increases. This results in a positive slope, or resistance, in the I-V curve. It has been shown in *Aplysia* that the presence of rhythmic bursting in a neuron can be reversibly switched off and on by cooling and warming, which also vary the shape of the I-V curve; a non-bursting silence state is accompanied by a positive slope throughout the I-V curve and a rhythmic bursting state is accompanied by the presence of negative resistance. The importance of a negative resistance in creating periodic activity is also demonstrated mathematically. A portion of negative resistance introduces a cubic nullcline in the system and permits the formation of a relaxation oscillation. This cyclic process goes through phases of slow accumulation, fast accumulation, slow decrease and fast decrease, and results in the oscillation property of the membrane voltage.

Another feature of bursting cells is the fluctuation of intracellular calcium concentration during bursting. It was later found that a calcium-gated potassium current plays a critical role in repolarizing the membrane potential during oscillation. As will be demonstrated in Chapter 3, a single-cell model considering voltage-gated currents and a calcium-gated potassium current can generate relaxation oscillations that simulate the voltage fluctuation of a bursting cell.
In addition to aplysia R15 neurons, the presence of intrinsically rhythmic cells has been shown in other invertebrates such as the AB neurons in lobster pyloric system, and in vertebrates such as spinal interneurons that express homeogenes Hb9 in mice\textsuperscript{14,15}.

In contrast to the oscillator hypothesis, the network hypothesis states that the synaptic connections among neurons determine the oscillating pattern; no single neuron by itself expresses rhythmic activity. Mutual inhibition or excitation between two so called half center units has been identified in almost all oscillating networks, suggesting its critical role in generating or supporting rhythmic activities\textsuperscript{16,17}. It has been shown computationally that a pair of non-bursters that inhibit each other can produce regular alternating bursts if they also exhibit post-inhibitory rebound (PIR)\textsuperscript{17}. A cell exhibiting PIR will become more excitable after a period of inhibition, probably due to the increase of the available pool of voltage-gated sodium channels after hyperpolarization. When biased excitation is introduced, one neuron will become dominant due to the mutual inhibition. Activated by PIR and background excitation, the suppressed cell eventually overcomes the inhibition from its counterpart, and becomes the dominant cell. The process repeats and establishes a regular alternating activity.

Mutual inhibition can also facilitate the formation of rhythmic processes by introducing a negative resistance to the I-V curve of non-bursting cells. For example, a non-bursting cell may have a linear, positive resistance throughout its I-V curve. The synaptic inhibition provides extra outward current at the hyperpolarized voltage range, and transforms the linear I-V curve into a zigzag shape that contains a region of negative resistance. Thus two non-bursters, through the connection of mutual inhibition, may become rhythmic. On the other hand, mutual excitation providing extra inward current at the depolarized voltage range may also transform non-bursters into bursters.
1.2 Canonical model of spinal central pattern generators (CPGs)

The neural networks that generate rhythmic activities are often referred to as central pattern generators (CPGs) since they usually control basic, fundamental processes such as heart beats, feeding and locomotion. CPGs have been identified in lobsters, leaches, snails, tritonia and lione for controlling processes such as gut motion, heart beating, feeding and swimming\textsuperscript{16}. In vertebrates, CPGs have been identified in the spinal cord of tadpoles, lampreys, mice and cats. In the 1980s, Grillner and colleagues used isolated spinal cord of lamprey to study the rhythmic network of the spinal CPG. They showed that ipsilaterally projecting excitatory spinal interneurons (EINs) innervate motor neurons as well as inhibitory interneurons with either ipsilateral axons (LINs) or contralateral axons (CINs)\textsuperscript{18}. The CINs were proposed to inhibit the opposite side of the spinal cord to ensure left-right alternation during locomotion (Figure 1.1). There is evidence to suggest that some EINs are intrinsic bursters which provide rhythmicity to the network\textsuperscript{15}, while network hypothesis has also been proposed to explain the rise of spinal oscillations\textsuperscript{17,19}.

When descending or ascending inputs create a biased excitation in the spinal cord, EINs on the biased side innervate ipsilateral motor neurons and CINs, and indirectly suppress the network on the opposite side. There are several mechanisms proposed to explain how the suppressed side overcomes the contralateral suppression and becomes active. In a network that contains intrinsic bursters, the activity of the dominant side will decrease as the bursters enter their repolarizing phase. Alternatively, EINs and CINs on the suppressed side may become more excitable after a period of hyperpolarization due to PIR. Driven by background excitation, the suppressed side eventually becomes dominant. Finally, LINs have been shown to provide a delayed inhibition to the ipsilateral CINs, which reduce the suppression to the contralateral side.
As there is a high background of excitation, a biased mutual inhibition results in the activation of the previously suppressed hemicord.

The connection of mutual inhibition in spinal CPGs attracts a lot of attention, as it not only facilitates the generation of negative resistance which supports slow bursting, but also ensures left-right alternation in swimming animals and extensor-flexor alternation in walking animals. Bath application of glycine antagonists to isolated lamprey spinal cord spares the slow bursting on each side of the spinal cord, but abolishes the left-right alternation of slow bursting\textsuperscript{20}. A complete removal of commissural innervations by sectioning the spinal cord along the midline results in similar phenotypes\textsuperscript{21}. In addition, the burst rhythm of the hemi cord is faster than that of an intact spinal cord. These studies suggest that each half of spinal cord is capable of generating slow bursting, likely driven by intrinsic bursters, and that mutual inhibition between the two hemicords coordinates the left-right alternation and increases the oscillation period\textsuperscript{21}.

\textbf{Figure 1.1: Canonical model of the spinal central pattern generator}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure1.png}
\end{figure}

\textbf{EIN}, ipsilateral excitatory interneuron; \textbf{CIN}, commissural inhibitory interneuron; \textbf{LIN}, ipsilateral inhibitory interneuron; \textbf{MN}, motor neurons; \textbf{SR}: stretch receptor neuron
1.3 Genetically identified neuronal types in spinal CPGs

In the past decade, researchers have used the restricted expression of homeobox-containing genes to identify specific types of CPG neurons in mice. Since neurons of the same type can be genetically targeted, the behavioral role of the neurons can be examined by ablation experiments. It is found that, although the two species are distant in phylogeny, the spinal network of mice and lamprey appears to be largely conserved. In mice, V0 neurons are a subset of commissural inhibitory spinal interneurons that express the homeogene Dbx1. Mutants lacking these neurons exhibit an increased incidence of co-bursting between left and right motor neurons. Interestingly, the alternation between flexors and extensors is intact in this mutant. Thus the V0 neurons in mice appear to serve a similar role as CINs in lamprey models. Another type of spinal inhibitory interneurons, namely V1 neurons, projects ipsilateral axons and expresses homeogenes Engrailed1. Mutants without V1 neurons are unable to walk “quickly” due to significant increases in both step-cycle period and burst duration of motor neurons. This is consistent with the role of LINs in lamprey spinal cord where LINs are proposed to terminate the activity of CINs on the dominant side and allow transitions of left-right alternations. A type of excitatory spinal interneurons, namely V2a neurons, projects ipsilateral axons and expresses homeogene Chx10. These neurons provide direct, excitatory drive to V0 neurons. In the absence of V2a neurons, the spinal cord fails to express consistent left-right alternations and there is a high variability in the bursting activity. This is consistent with the idea that EINs drive CINs to generate left-right alternations, and that some EINs may be intrinsic bursters that establish the rhythm of the network. As mentioned earlier, there is another type of ipsilateral excitatory interneurons that is marked by the expression of homeogene Hb9. This population of neurons has been demonstrated to be intrinsically rhythmic.
Homeogene expression has also been used to identify specific types of spinal interneurons in larval zebrafish. Homeogene Engrail1, which labels mouse spinal interneurons V1, is found to uniquely label a class of spinal interneuron, called circumferential ascending (CiA) interneurons in larval zebrafish. CiA interneurons send ipsilateral inhibitions to motor neurons and sensory interneurons CoPA. Another homeogene Alx, a zebrafish homolog of mouse Chx10, labels circumferential descending (CiD) interneurons that project ipsilateral excitations to motor neurons. Both CiA and CiD interneurons are found to be rhythmic during locomotion and should be part of the CPG network. The morphology, physiology and neurotransmitter types of many spinal interneurons in larval zebrafish have been characterized using backfill labeling with fluorescent dyes, patch recordings, immunostaining, and transgenic labeling. These findings are summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: spinal interneurons in larval zebrafish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Primary axon morphology</th>
<th>Neurotransmitter type</th>
<th>Rhythmicity during locomotion</th>
<th>Synaptic connections</th>
<th>Behavior relevance</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoBLglut</td>
<td>Commissural bifurcating</td>
<td>Glut or Gly</td>
<td>Rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: Exci. contra.</td>
<td>Swim Escape, Escape, Struggle</td>
<td>1: Hale 2001 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoBLgly</td>
<td>Commissural ascending</td>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: ipsi. MiV</td>
<td>Struggle</td>
<td>2: Higashijima 2004 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoSAglut</td>
<td>Commissural ascending</td>
<td>Glut or Gly</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: ipsi. MiV</td>
<td>Slow swims</td>
<td>3: Mclean 2007 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoSAgly</td>
<td>Commissural ascending</td>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: ipsi. MiV</td>
<td>Slow swims</td>
<td>4: Gleason 2003 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCoD</td>
<td>Commissural descending</td>
<td>Glut</td>
<td>Rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: ipsi. MiV</td>
<td>Slow swims</td>
<td>6: Satou 2009 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCoD</td>
<td>Commissural descending</td>
<td>Glut</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Output: MN</td>
<td>Escape</td>
<td>7: Liao 2008 (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoLo</td>
<td>Commissural descending</td>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Output: MN</td>
<td>Escape</td>
<td>8: Kimura 2006 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CiD (Alx+)</td>
<td>Ipsilateral descending</td>
<td>Glut</td>
<td>Rhythmic</td>
<td>Output: CoPA, MN</td>
<td>Swim</td>
<td>9: Higashijima (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VeMe</td>
<td>Ipsilateral descending</td>
<td>Glut</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: central canal</td>
<td>Spontaneous Swims</td>
<td>10: Wyart 2009 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CiA (Engrail1+)</td>
<td>Ipsilateral ascending</td>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>Rhythmic</td>
<td>Output: CoPA, MN</td>
<td>Swim</td>
<td>11: Higashijima (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>Ipsilateral ascending</td>
<td>GABA</td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Output: CoPA, MN</td>
<td>Swim</td>
<td>12: Higashijima (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoLA</td>
<td>GABA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-rhythmic</td>
<td>Input: central canal</td>
<td>Spontaneous Swims</td>
<td>13: Higashijima (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.4 Initiation of locomotion

In many vertebrates, a region in the midbrain has been identified to play a key role in initiating locomotion. This area is called the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR). When stimulated, it produces motor synergies underlying flying in geese, walking in cats, and swimming in lampreys. For example, electric stimulation of the MLR in cats generates walking behaviors on treadmills. As the simulation intensity increases, the locomotion performed by the cat changes from waking, trotting, to galloping. In salamanders, stimulation of the MLR can...
evoke two modes of locomotion. At subthreshold stimulation strength, rhythmic limb movement and intersegmental coordination that represent walking behavior are induced. As the stimulation strength is further increased, the frequency of stepping becomes more rapid until the limbs are eventually held back against the body wall and the swimming movements of the trunk are induced\(^3^6\). In lampreys, the MLR is found to project excitatory cholinergic inputs to reticulospinal neurons whose axons form the main descending tract to the spinal cord. It is of great interest to know how the MLR orchestrates the activation pattern of reticulospinal neurons and generates motor commands that are relayed to the spinal cord.

Spinal projection neurons clearly play a critical role in initiating locomotion. As mentioned earlier, an isolated spinal cord will start to oscillate once excitatory amino acids are provided in the bath solution. This suggests that in intact animals spinal projection neurons provide descending excitation which enables the spinal cord to oscillate during locomotion. Indeed, locomotion induced by head-touch, illumination and olfactory cues are all accompanied by the activation of spinal projection neurons\(^3^7,3^8\). Even for a touch stimulus applied to the tail of lampreys, the sensory afferents are sent back to the dorsal column nuclei in the caudal brainstem, which then innervate spinal projection neurons to generate locomotor behaviors\(^3^9,4^0\). Despite the apparent importance of descending excitation for initiating locomotion, the identity of spinal projection neurons and their connections in the spinal cord in most vertebrate animal models remains unknown. We do not know, for example, whether the descending commands for initiating locomotion and controlling turning are conveyed by the same spinal projection neurons. In chapter 2, I provide, to my knowledge, the first evidence showing the presence of independent pathways that control swim initiation and turning in vertebrates.
1.5 Termination of locomotion

Termination of locomotion may not be as simple as lack of excitatory drives at the end of each locomotor episode. In *Xenopus* tadpoles, for example, the activity of some reticulospinal neurons correlates with the stop of swimming\(^1\). They are silent during locomotion but become active when the tadpole stops swimming as the animal’s head contacts a solid surface. Remarkably, intracellular stimulation of one of such reticulospinal neurons can terminate an ongoing motor pattern, and this effect is abolished when bicuculline is presented. The study shows that in *Xenopus* tadpoles there is a subset of spinal projection neurons that is sufficient to terminate locomotor behavior through a GABAergic inhibition. In contrast to the supraspinal mechanism, local metabolism of purinergic neurotransmitters in the spinal cord has also been shown to control the length of episodic swims in *Xenopus* tadpoles\(^2\). During swimming, ATP is released and activates the P2y receptors of spinal neurons to reduce voltage-gated K+ currents, thus increasing the excitability of the spinal circuit. Following its release, ATP is broken down into adenosine in the extracellular space. Adenosine binds to P1 receptors and reduces voltage-gated calcium currents, thus lowering the excitability of the spinal circuit. A gradual change in the balance of ATP and adenosine therefore seems to underlie the run-down of motor pattern for swimming in *Xenopus* tadpoles.

1.6 Sensory feedback from muscles

In addition to descending innervations, sensory feedback from the muscles also modulates spinal oscillations. In the case of cats walking on a treadmill, for example, stimulation of afferent fibers originating from extensors, which mimics an afferent signal indicating the
stretching of extensors, prolongs the extensors’ bursting activity and delays the onset of flexor bursts\textsuperscript{43}. This indicates that the stretch of a muscle group not only activates the motor neurons that innervate the same muscles, but also suppresses the motor neurons that innervate the antagonistic muscles. In lampreys, two types of stretch receptor neurons have been identified: one with ipsilaterally projecting axons that excite neurons on the same side, and the other with contralaterally projecting axons that inhibit neurons on the opposite side\textsuperscript{44}. This suggests that during swims, sensory afferents activate the neurons on the extended side and suppress the neurons on the bent side, thus actively enhancing the expression left-right alternations.

Remarkably, in an isolated spinal cord preparation, lateral movement of the caudal part of the spinal cord can entrain the CPG rhythm to deviate from its resting frequency\textsuperscript{45,46}. This movement-induced feedback control has also been demonstrated in several other vertebrate systems and reflects a general feature of spinal networks.

### 1.7 Supraspinal descending motor systems in vertebrates

In mammals, supraspinal descending systems form distinct axonal tracts that project to the spinal cord. These descending tracts include the corticospinal tract, the reticulospinal tract, the vestibulospinal tract, the rubrospinal tract and the olivospinal tract. The role of the corticospinal tract in motor control is under investigation, but it does not appear to be critical for basic locomotor behaviors. Decorticated cats can still search for food, eat, and display aggressive behavior\textsuperscript{47}. However, corticospinal projections are necessary for precise adaptation during locomotion. For example, cats with a transection of the corticospinal tract can walk normally on a treadmill, but are unable to walk on an uneven surface\textsuperscript{48}. In all vertebrates examined,
reticulospinal neurons are considered the major descending system that controls basic locomotor behaviors. Locomotion induced by stimulating the midbrain MLR can be blocked by either reversible cooling or GABA injections in the reticular formation. Activation of neurons in the area with the cholinergic agonist, substance P, or excitatory amino acids produces locomotion in mammals, birds and lampreys. There are very few studies, however, focusing on the synaptic connections between reticulospinal neurons and spinal interneurons. A study in adult lamprey showed that an individual reticulospinal neuron can induce monosynaptic EPSPs in all types of spinal neurons, including motor neurons, EINs, CINs and LINs.

Larval zebrafish express a rich repertoire of locomotor behaviors, while their supraspinal descending system is relatively simple, consisting of ~100 SPNs on each side of the brain. They form three clusters in the brainstem: the midbrain nucleus of medial longitudinal fascicle (nMLF, ~30 cells/ side), the hindbrain reticular formation (~60 cells/ side) and the hindbrain vestibular nucleus (~10 cells/ side). The transparent brain and the simple descending system of larval zebrafish facilitate the functional mapping of behavioral roles of individual spinal projection neurons.

The role of the Mauthner cells, a pair of large, contralaterally projecting reticulospinal neurons, in escape behavior were first studied in goldfish. In larval zebrafish, it was found that the tail-tap elicited escape behavior is accompanied by the activation of the Mauthner cells, while the head-tap elicited escapes are accompanied by the activation of the Mauthner cells and the two pairs of segmental homologs MiD2cm and MiD3cm. The Mauthner cell is innervated by vestibulocochlear nerves, spiral fiber neurons and the tectal neurons, and is regulated by both feedforward and feedback inhibition. The contralaterally projecting axons of the cell provide strong excitatory input to motor neurons, thus a touch on one side of the head elicits a fast tail
bend to the contralateral side. In the case of escapes induced by vibrations where Mauthner cells are activated bilaterally with a small delay, the excitatory drives from one of the Mauthner cells has to be suppressed in order to avoid bilateral muscle contractions. This appears to be mediated by a type of commissural inhibitory spinal interneurons, namely CoLo neurons, which receive electrotonic excitation from the Mauthner cell that’s activated first and suppresses motor neurons on the trailing side\textsuperscript{31}. Interestingly, in the mutant \textit{deadly seven}, where extra Mauthner cells in the hindbrain develop, the escape behavior is largely unaffected. The extra neurons are found to divide up the spinal neurons that are normally innervated by a single Mauthner cell\textsuperscript{66,67}. This demonstrates the plasticity of the motor system of larval zebrafish for accommodating variation in the number of spinal projection neurons.

In addition to the Mauthner cells, the behavioral roles of other spinal projection neurons have also been studied. In the midbrain nMLF, two pairs of spinal projection neurons, namely MeLc and MeLr, have shown to be important for the fish to orient its body axis before approaching prey\textsuperscript{68}. These neurons have ipsilateral dendrites in the optic tectum, and ipsilateral axons with collaterals in each body segment until the middle of the tail\textsuperscript{69}.

One of the innate locomotor behaviors expressed by larval zebrafish is the optomotor response (OMR), where fish swim in the direction of visual motion. It was shown that forward and lateral moving gratings can reliably elicit forward swims and turns, respectively, and these behaviors are accompanied by the activation of different sets of spinal projection neurons\textsuperscript{6}. It was found that during forward swims, the nMLF, RoL1, RoR1, and RoM1c are strongly active, while during turns, RoM1r, RoV3, MiV1, and MiV2 are active\textsuperscript{6}. Furthermore, laser ablation of 4~10 cells in RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 can completely abolish the visually induced turns, establishing the causality of these spinal projection neurons in controlling visually induced
turning behaviors. Tail undulations, which provide the direct readouts of descending motor control, however, are not described in the previous study due to technical difficulties. The next chapter will address how the problem is resolved in this thesis.

1.8 Studying descending motor control using larval zebrafish

Lamprey, *Xenopus* tadpole, mouse and cat have been used as animal models for studying spinal circuitry for decades. However, it appears difficult to study supraspinal descending control in these animal models for various reasons. First, the supraspinal descending motor system in lamprey, mouse and cats is composed of many thousands of neurons. Identification of the same spinal projection neurons among individual animals is a very laborious task. A feasible solution is to use genetic markers such as the restricted expression of homeogenes to label specific types of neurons. Nevertheless, so far only mice and zebrafish are equipped with such genetic tools. Second, to study the behavioral role of subtypes of spinal projection neurons, it’s advantageous and perhaps necessary to manipulate the activity of multiple neurons. Genetic ablation of neurons in mice is often confounded by developmental deficits. The development of optogenetic tools allows reversible inhibition or activation of populations of neurons, but it requires the optical accessibility of the brain. For most vertebrate models, light can only be introduced into the brain, particularly deep brain regions, by using optic fibers, which are laborious to implement and could themselves affect behavior. Due to the optical and genetic accessibility of larval zebrafish, components of spinal networks and supraspinal descending systems are well characterized. These tools and knowledge make larval zebrafish an excellent animal model for studying descending motor control. A potential drawback of studying larval zebrafish is the
organism’s small size and fast speed of movement, which make the recording and analysis of behaviors a technically demanding task. But as demonstrated in this thesis, the role of small groups of spinal projection neurons in tail undulation can be precisely characterized. To better understand the dynamic nature of network oscillations during locomotion, a significant portion of this thesis involves quantitative modeling and simulation, which are indispensable tools for studying descending motor control.
Table 1.2: Spinal projection neurons in larval zebrafish

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>Cell type (cells per side)</th>
<th>Axon path</th>
<th>Caudal end of axon (myotome #)</th>
<th>Active during the OMR</th>
<th>Active during touch-elicited escapes</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MeLm (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MeLc (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>15(^2) 11(^2)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MeM1 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (~25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindbrain-reticular formation</td>
<td>Mauthner (1)</td>
<td>mlfDc</td>
<td>&gt;25</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4), Tail Tap(^5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiD2cm (1)</td>
<td>mlfDc</td>
<td>20(^1) 19(^2)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td>Head tap(^4), Escape, burst swimming, struggling, slow swim, spontaneous swimming(^6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiD3cm (1)</td>
<td>mlfDc</td>
<td>20(^1) 18(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiD2i (1)</td>
<td>mlfDc</td>
<td>8(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiD3i (1)</td>
<td>mlfDc</td>
<td>8(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiD2cl (1)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>20(^1) 20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiD3cl (1)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>20(^1) 20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoM1R (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoM1C (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoM2L (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1) 21(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoM2M (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1) 25(^1) 16(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoM3L (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>25(^1) 25(^1) 23(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoM3M (2)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiM1 (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiR1 (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims (weak)</td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiR2 (1)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims (weak)</td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoV3 (~5)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>15(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiV1 (~10)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MiV2 (~5)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>20(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoL1 (~12)</td>
<td>llfi</td>
<td>20(^1) 10(^2)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td>Head tap(^4) 2: Gahtan (2003)(^60) 3: Orger (2008)(^6) 4: Gahtan (2002)(^5) 5: O’Malley (1996)(^3) 6: Sankrithi (2010)(^70)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoL1 (1)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>5(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoL2R (1)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>15(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoL2C (2)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>5(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoL2 (2)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>8(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RoL3 (1)</td>
<td>llfi</td>
<td>15(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CaV (2)</td>
<td>mlfVi</td>
<td>15(^1)</td>
<td>Forward swims</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CaD (1)</td>
<td>llfc</td>
<td>20(^1), 22(^2)</td>
<td>Head tap(^4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindbrain-vestivular nucleus</td>
<td>Vestibular nucleus (~10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14(^2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: mlfDc (contralateral dorsal mlf), mlfDi (ipsilateral dorsal mlf), mlfVc (contralateral ventral mlf), mlfVi (ipsilateral ventral mlf), llfc (contralateral llf), llfi (ipsilateral llf)
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CHAPTER 2

Hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons control turning behaviors by modulating the first cycle of symmetric tail undulations

2.1 Introduction

Zebrafish larvae perform several different types of turning behaviors, including touch-induced escape turns, turns during the optomotor response (OMR), phototaxic turns, dark-flash induced turns, the orienting behaviors during prey capture, and spontaneous turns. The OMR is an innate behavior of larval zebrafish characterized by swimming in the direction of whole-field visual motion. Turns during the OMR have been found to be mediated by small groups of hindbrain spinal projection neurons, namely RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons. These three pairs of nuclei are located ventromedially in rhombomere 3-5, respectively, and project ipsilateral axons that course as far as 2/3 of the tail (myotome 15). On the basis of their marked similarity in morphology and ventromedial position, Metcalfe et al.\(^1\) proposed that they are segmental homologs that may serve similar functions during behaviors. Two-photon calcium imaging of spinal projection neurons in larval zebrafish shows that these three groups of ventromedial neurons express lateralized responses during OMR swims; turning to one side is accompanied by the activation of these ventromedial neurons on the turning side during the OMR\(^2\). Furthermore, unilateral laser ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 results in a loss of the ability to turn toward the lesioned side\(^2\). Despite the clear importance of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 in controlling turns during the OMR, it is unknown how exactly these neurons control tail movements, partly due to the difficulty in resolving the fast movement of transparent tails in larval zebrafish.
This chapter focuses on the behavioral role of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons in controlling rhythmic tail movement during turning behaviors. To this end, I constructed a behavioral setup to automatically record and analyze tail undulations of freely-swimming larval zebrafish. Using a newly developed phototaxic assay, turns and forward swims can be reliably induced. I find that the phototaxic turn differs from a forward swim by an increased initial tail bend amplitude, as well as an increased cycle period in the first cycle of tail undulation. The tail movement of the two behaviors becomes similar in the second undulation, and is virtually identical in the later cycles. This suggests that the descending command that controls the phototaxic turns is brief and most likely plays a role in the first cycle of tail movement.

Interestingly, unilateral laser ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons specifically affects the first cycle of the tail movement. Fish without these ventromedial neurons are unable to perform the expected increase in tail bend and cannot prolong the cycle period in response to the turn-inducing phototaxic cues. Instead, they express symmetric tail undulations throughout the swim. As a result, while the ablation completely abolishes phototaxic turns, it drastically increases the occurrence of forward swims. This finding is consistent with the idea that a complete waveform of tail movement during turns is controlled by the concerted action of two descending pathways: one that generates symmetric tail movement throughout the swim and another, mediated by the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons, that creates a brief but biased effect. In addition to the phototaxic turns, the same ablation phenotype on tail movement is observed in the OMR turns, dark-flash induced turns, and spontaneous turns, suggesting that the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons have a universal role in controlling visually induced and spontaneous turns.
2.2 Measuring the tail undulation of freely-swimming larval zebrafish

Previous studies described swim behaviors of larval zebrafish by tracking the heading direction of the fish\(^2\) or representing the tail with three rigid segments\(^{3-5}\). To study how spinal projection neurons modulate behaviors, however, it is necessary to precisely describe the shape of the tail and the wave propagating along it.

The main difficulty in describing the shape of a freely-swimming larval zebrafish is the poor resolution that can be achieved when imaging a small larva swimming in a large arena. In the current experimental setup, a fish is freely swimming in a 10 cm-wide petri dish and recorded by a high speed camera at an image resolution of 1000-by-1000 pixels. The fish is thus represented by a limited amount of pixels, roughly 40 pixels in length and 4 pixels in width. This may seem to be plenty of pixels for representing a fish, but a standard skeletonization transformation on the image will result in undesirable results as shown in Figure 2.1C. The resulted skeleton describing the midline of the tail is either rigidly straight or unnaturally zigzagging. This is because the coordinates of the skeleton are confounded by pixel locations—that is, integer coordinates. For a tail whose width is only described by 4 pixels, it is impossible to describe a smooth curve with four available numbers.

To solve this problem, I treat each skeleton coordinate as an anchor point and move it toward the true midline of the fish. This is achieved by calculating the “center of mass” of the eight pixels surrounding the anchor point. Here the weight of each pixel is its brightness in the inverted image. In the inverted image, the pixels along the midline of the fish are usually brighter than the pixels at the edge, this calculation thus “drags” the integer coordinates toward the true midline. As shown in Figure 2.1D, the adjusted skeleton is now described by decimal
coordinates and can smoothly portray the shape of the tail. Additional steps of equal spacing of
the coordinates and fitting with cubic splines give the tracking result shown in Figure 2.1E. This
tracking method is strikingly robust such that a minute “J” turn performed by transparent albino
mutants can be still tracked nicely. Using this algorithm, a swim can be represented by a 2D
matrix that records the evolution of the tail shape (Figure 2.1G). At a recording rate of 500
frames per second, this matrix representation captures the complete tail kinematics during swims
on a horizontal plane.

**Figure 2.1**: Measuring tail undulations of freely-swimming larval zebrafish

A-E, Extracting the midline of larval zebrafish in a digital image. A, A gray scale image of larval
zebrafish after background subtraction. B, The gray scale image in A is thresholded and
undergoes a skeletonization transformation. The coordinates (red dots) of the resulting skeleton
form either rigid lines or unnatural zigzags. C, An inverted image of (A) overlaid by the skeleton.
D, Each skeleton coordinate is adjusted based on the intensity of the surrounding pixels. The
adjusted skeleton is much smoother and faithfully tracks the midline of the fish in the image. E,
Using cubic splines to connect the coordinates of the adjusted skeleton. F, Examples of tracking
results. The heading direction is labeled by the blue vector, and the tangent vectors along the tail
are labeled by the orange vectors. G. The kinematics of a swim can be represented fully by the
evolution of the tail’s shape (upper panel), or represented by the undulation of heading direction
(lower panel, blue trace) and the tail angle (lower panel, red trace).
Figure 2.1

(A) Figure 2.1A shows a diagram of a biological organism with various anatomical parts labeled. (B) Figure 2.1B illustrates the same organism from a different angle, highlighting specific landmarks. (C) Figure 2.1C provides a close-up view of a particular area, emphasizing its structure. (D) Figure 2.1D presents a detailed comparison between two similar structures. (E) Figure 2.1E further elaborates on the differences observed. (F) Figure 2.1F demonstrates the dynamic range of movement within the context of the organism. (G) Figure 2.1G uses a graph to illustrate the change in angle over time, with specific markers denoting significant events.
2.3 The phototaxis behavior of larval zebrafish

Positive phototaxis is one of the innate behaviors expressed by larval zebrafish. When provided with a differentially illuminated arena, nearly all larva swim toward the brighter side and stay there for at least two minutes (Figure 2.2A). Zebrafish start to display this behavior when they locomote at 5-day post fertilization (dpf) and it starts to attenuate around 25 dpf. By 30 dpf, the behavior completely disappears (Figure 2.2D). Adult zebrafish, i.e. fish that are more than two months old and can reproduce, do not express a clear phototaxic response.

As demonstrated by Burgess et al.\textsuperscript{6}, larval zebrafish respond to localized illumination by first turning toward the light source and then swimming forward. To reliably induce phototaxic turns, here I present freely-swimming fish with a bilateral illumination contrast (Figure 2.3A), which is registered in real-time such that the black-white boundary of the contrast stimulus is always aligned along the body axis of the fish. In response to this visual environment, the fish performs consecutive turns toward the brighter side for at least 12 seconds. In comparison to the phototaxic assays developed in the previous study\textsuperscript{6}, this assay induces consecutive turns in a short period of time, which facilitates the process of data collection. In addition, since the geometry of the phototaxic cues is stabilized in relation to the fish, a stereotyped turning angle is performed whose distribution can be nicely described by a Gaussian function and be distinguished from forward swims. Finally, it is often difficult to claim for certain whether a phototaxic turn is induced by a temporal change in the luminosity, or a spatial gradient in the illumination. The result from the current assay shows that a stabilized illumination contrast in the space is sufficient to elicit robust phototaxic turns.
In this phototaxis assay, the fish swims freely in a homogenously illuminated arena for 10 seconds before the stabilized phototoxic cue is presented for 12 seconds. It takes 370ms (mode, Figure 2.3B) for the fish to perform the first turn after the onset of the visual stimulus. After that, the fish performs consecutive turns toward the illuminated side at a rate of 1.2 swims per second. In comparison to larval zebrafish’s targeted turning response during phototaxis, it is interesting to note that E. Coli use a different strategy for locomotion during chemotaxis. The bacteria have a higher chance of performing turns if the previous moving direction results in a decrease in sucrose concentration, and tend to swim forward if the previous move leads to an increase in the concentration. This strategy of biased random walks can also lead the E. Coli to the food source. As an organism of an intermediate complexity, C elegans appear to use both strategies in navigation. It retracts if the previous crawling direction results in a decrease in the food concentration. Meanwhile, it also wiggles its head to measure the spatial gradient in order to determine the direction in which it should move forward. The later behavior is similar to zebrafish phototaxis in that the animal measures the spatial gradient of an external cue before each movement, but is different in that zebrafish can measure light contrast instantaneously without head wiggling.
Figure 2.2: Zebrafish demonstrate phototaxis from larval to juvenile stages

A group of 15 zebrafish is tested for their phototaxis behaviors from 8 dpf to 32 dpf. The fish are put in a rectangular tank which is homogenously illuminated for 2 min (0-120 sec). Then one side of the tank becomes dark and the other side becomes bright (120-240 sec). A, At 8 dpf, most of the fish swim to the brighter side and stay there for 2 min (120-240 sec). Here the Phototaxic Index is the number of fish on the bright side subtracted by the number on the dark side, and then divided by the total number of the fish. After the phototaxic cue is replaced by homogenous illumination (240-360 sec), the fish redistribute to both sides of the tank. The phototaxic behavior is still performed at 19 dpf (B) but clearly disappears at 32 dpf (C). In fact, a negative phototaxis appears to be weakly expressed. D. The phototaxis behavior is robustly expressed from 8 dpf to 24 dpf, and gradually disappears afterward. By 30 dpf, the positive phototaxis completely disappears.
Figure 2.2

A 8 day post fertilization

B 19 day post fertilization

C 32 day post fertilization
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Figure 2.3: Behavioral setup for phototaxis, the OMR, dark-flash response, and spontaneous swimming. A, Schematic of the behavioral setup. B, The response delay to the phototaxic cues.
2.4 Turns differ from forward swims in the first cycle of tail undulation

To analyze turning behaviors in detail, the kinematics of head and tail movements of larval zebrafish are measured. The heading direction is the perpendicular vector that passes the midpoint between the two eyes. Since larval zebrafish perform episodic swims, a discrete change in the heading direction can be measured during each swim. In response to the phototaxic cue, the change in the heading direction (ΔΘ_H) reveals two modes of swimming behaviors; a turning mode that centers near 38° and a forward swimming mode that centers near 0° (Figure 2.4B & 2.4C). Interestingly, the forward swims are still biased in the sense that they are consistently initiated by a swing of the head toward the illuminated side (Figure 2.4D & 2.4E, red arrowheads). This bimodal characteristic of swim behaviors is also observed during the OMR when the fish is presented with laterally moving gratings (Figure 2.4F & 2.4G). Again the forward swimming mode during the OMR is initiated by a head movement following the direction of the stimuli (Figure 2.4H & 2.4I, red arrowheads).

Since tail undulations are more salient than head undulations, I measure the tail angle to examine how turns and forward swims differ during each cycle of body movement. Here the tail angle is the integral of the body curvature along the tail, or equivalently the angle difference between the heading direction and the caudal tail’s tangent vector (Figure 2.5B). The finding that the phototaxic stimuli induce two modes of swimming behaviors is also manifested in the kinematics of tail movement. During the first undulation cycle, a bimodal distribution is observed in the angle of the initial tail bend (Figure 2.5C), as well as in the cycle period (Figure 2.5F). In comparison to the forward swimming mode, the turning mode is associated with an increase in the initial tail bend (142° vs. 58°) and a longer cycle period (59ms vs. 41ms). Surprisingly, the bimodal distribution almost disappears in the second undulation cycle: the
distributions of the tail bend angle and the cycle period are now nicely described by a single Gaussian function. The amplitude and rhythm of later undulations also reveal a single mode of tail movement shared by turns and forward swims (59° and 45ms, Figure 2.5E & 2.5H). Thus despite the marked difference between turns and forward swims in the first undulation cycle, later tail movement between the two behaviors is highly similar. This suggests that the descending motor command that controls turns is brief in its nature and mainly modulates the properties of the first undulation cycle during swims.

### Table 2.1: Kinematics of spontaneous swims and visually induced turns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Change in heading direction ($\Delta \Theta_H$) (°)</th>
<th>Maximal change in heading direction ($\Delta \Theta_{H1}$) (°)</th>
<th>Angle of 1st tail bend ($\Delta \Theta_{T1}$) (°)</th>
<th>Time to the first bend (ms)</th>
<th>1st cycle period ($\Delta P_{T1}$) (ms)</th>
<th>Angle of 2nd tail bend ($\Delta \Theta_{T2}$) (°)</th>
<th>2nd cycle period ($\Delta P_{T2}$) (ms)</th>
<th>Angle of later tail bends ($\Delta \Theta_{T3}$) (°)</th>
<th>Later cycle period ($\Delta P_{T3}$) (ms)</th>
<th>% of swims with 3~6 undulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spont. forward swims (n=1385)</td>
<td>0.4±0.1</td>
<td>11.3±0.2</td>
<td>54.5±0.4</td>
<td>10.1±0.1</td>
<td>40.3±0.1</td>
<td>69.4±0.3</td>
<td>39.7±0.1</td>
<td>56.5±0.2</td>
<td>43.6±0.04</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spont. turns (n=3104)</td>
<td>21±0.4</td>
<td>39.3±0.4</td>
<td>116.4±0.6</td>
<td>17.9±0.1</td>
<td>52.7±0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>96.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns in OMR (n=4458)</td>
<td>40.1±0.3</td>
<td>56.1±0.3</td>
<td>134.0±0.4</td>
<td>19.6±0.1</td>
<td>56.2±0.2</td>
<td>76.5±0.2</td>
<td>40.0±0.02</td>
<td>61.8±0.1</td>
<td>43.7±0.03</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns in phototaxis (n=3704)</td>
<td>38.8±0.4</td>
<td>61.0±0.4</td>
<td>142.9±0.5</td>
<td>20.6±0.1</td>
<td>59.3±0.2</td>
<td>73.2±0.2</td>
<td>40.9±0.1</td>
<td>58.8±0.2</td>
<td>44.6±0.03</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns in dark flash response (n=248)</td>
<td>123.0±2.7</td>
<td>166.2±1.9</td>
<td>227.4±1.5</td>
<td>26.4±0.4</td>
<td>74.5±0.8</td>
<td>76.4±1.2</td>
<td>40.6±0.3</td>
<td>60.7±0.8</td>
<td>46.7±0.1</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See Figure 2.5A for symbol illustration.
Figure 2.4: Head movement during phototaxis and the OMR

A, A turning behavior described by the undulation of the heading direction (blue trace) and the tail angle (red trace). The fish first swings its head toward the turning side with an amplitude of $\Delta \Theta_H$, which is followed by 3-4 undulations. The final heading direction ($\Delta \Theta_H$) is markedly different from the original heading direction (0°), indicating the performance of a turn. B & C, Head movement during the phototaxis behavior. Each phototaxic cue induces two modes of behaviors: forward swims ($\Delta \Theta_H \sim 0^\circ$) and turns ($\Delta \Theta_H \sim 38^\circ$). D & E, The forward swim mode is consistently initiated by a head movement toward the side of a higher luminosity (red arrowheads). F – I, The head movement during the OMR.

Figure 2.5: Tail movement during the phototaxis and the OMR

A, The undulation of the tail movement (red trace) during a turn is divided into three cycles, and the tail bend amplitude ($\Delta \Theta_T$) and the cycle period ($\Delta P_T$) are analyzed. B, The tail angle ($\Delta \Theta_T$) is the integral of the body curvature, or equivalently the angle difference between the heading direction (blue arrow) and the tangent vector at the caudal end of the tail (the orange arrow). The two modes of the phototaxis behavior, namely forward swims and turns, are revealed in the first undulation cycle as both the tail angle (C) and the cycle period (F) show a bimodal distribution. However, starting from the second undulation cycle, there is no marked difference in the tail kinematics between the two behaviors (D, E, G and H), indicating that the two behaviors differ mainly in the first undulation cycle. I – N, Tail kinematics during the OMR.
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2.5 Laser ablation of hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons affects the first cycle of tail undulation and promotes forward swims

The presence of two behaviors, namely forward swims and turns, in response to the phototaxic cues raises the question of how the two behaviors are controlled by spinal projection neurons. One potential implementation is that the two behaviors are controlled by distinct sets of spinal projection neurons. Alternatively the two behaviors share the descending pathway that generates symmetric tail undulations, but during turns an additional pathway is recruited to modulate the properties of early undulation cycles.

A previous study\(^2\) has shown that small groups of spinal projection neurons, namely RoV3, MiV1, and MiV2, are necessary for turning during the OMR in larva zebrafish. By monitoring the location and body axis, the authors found that a unilateral removal of the spinal projection neurons abolishes the fish’s ability to swim toward the ablated side in response to moving gratings, while swims to the non-ablated side are largely unaffected.

To examine the role of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons in controlling phototaxic turns, both the phototaxis behavior and the OMR were tested in 24 larvae before and after unilateral removal of the spinal projection neurons using a two-photon laser (Figure 2.6A). Because the neurons are labeled stochastically by backfill spinal injection of dextran dyes\(^9\), the number of ablated cells and the consequent ablation phenotype are variable. Nevertheless, fish that express a clear impairment in phototaxic turns also have a strong deficit in the OMR turns. In several cases (8 out of 24 fish), the unilateral ablation completely abolished turns toward the ablated side in response to the moving gratings or the phototaxic cues. As shown in Figure 2.6D, before the ablation the phototaxic cue induces two modes of swimming angles; the mode of small angles represents forward swims and the mode of larger angles represents phototaxic turns. Unilateral
ablation of the spinal projection neurons results in the following three observations. First, the turning mode to the ablated side is abolished. Second, the turning mode to the non-ablation side is intact. These results demonstrate the necessity of the ventromedial spinal projection neurons in controlling ipsilateral turns, but not contralateral turns, during phototaxis. The third observation is that the forward swimming mode is not impaired by the ablation. In fact, the occurrence of forward swims in response to turn-inducing phototaxic cues drastically increases after the ablation.

As mentioned earlier, forward swims and turns may be controlled by distinct sets of spinal projection neurons; each descending pathway independently generates the corresponding behavior. In such a case, ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 should abolish turns, but have no effect on forward swims. Alternatively, forward swims and turns may share a common descending pathway that generates symmetric tail undulations. The additional turning command delivered by RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons may serve only to modulate this basic pattern in order to generate turns. In this latter case, the ablation of the neurons will not only abolish turns but also increase the occurrence of forward swims. As mentioned earlier, removal of the ventromedial spinal projection neurons results in a drastic increase in forward swims (Figure 2.6D). The percentage of swims that is associated with a change in heading direction of less than 10° dramatically increases from 20% to 95%. Analysis of the tail motion also shows the disappearance of large angle bends (mode 142°) and the increase of small angle bends (mode 54°, Figure 2.6E, red arrow), indicating that the ablation impairs turns and promotes forward swims. Interestingly, fish missing these ventromedial spinal projection neurons can perform forward swims by initiating the tail to either side of the body (Figure 2.6E, red arrowheads), suggesting
that the descending motor command for initiating forward swims excites both sides of the spinal network.

In the previous section, the analysis of tail kinematics in intact larval zebrafish suggest that descending turning commands are brief and mainly modulate the first undulation cycle. Here I examine the ablation effect on each cycle of tail undulations. After unilateral ablation of the ventromedial spinal projection neurons, the tail bend angle during the first, second and later undulations drops 61%, 6% and 3%, respectively. Similarly, the cycle period of the first, second and later undulations drops 33%, 2% and 1%, respectively. These results show that the ablation strongly affects tail movement in the first undulation cycle, weakly affects movement in the second cycle, and has nearly no effect on the later undulations. This is consistent with the idea that in intact animals the turning command conveyed by RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons is brief and mainly modulates the first undulation cycle.

The ablation study extends our understanding of descending motor control in three ways. First, it demonstrates that fish use the same set of spinal projection neurons for controlling turns in both OMR and phototaxis. As will be shown in the next section, the same fish used in this study also have an impaired turning ability during spontaneous swimming and dark-flash responses. Thus RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 control various types of visually induced turns, as well as spontaneous turns, and may serve as the universal component in the supraspinal descending system in controlling turning behaviors. Second, the fact that the ablation mainly affects the first undulation cycle supports the notion that, in intact animals, the turning command conveyed by the spinal projection neurons is brief and mainly modulates the first undulation cycle. Finally, the drastic increase in forward swims in replacement of the disappeared turns after the ablation supports the idea that turns are generated by modulating the motor pattern of forward swims.
Figure 2.6: Laser ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons specifically affects the first undulation cycle and promotes forward swims during phototaxis and the OMR.

A, Schematic of spinal projection neurons of larval zebrafish (excludes nMLF, image modified from Orger et al., 2008). B, Two right MiV2 cells before and after laser ablation (arrows). The nearby ventral branch of the medial longitudinal fascicle (arrow head) remains intact. C, Example of ablation phenotypes: a visually induced right turn becomes a forward swim after ablating the spinal projection neurons on the right. The amplitude of the first tail bend is weaker and the period of the first oscillation is reduced. Turning to the non-lesion side is unaffected. D, Histograms of the turning angle ($\Delta \Theta_{H}$) before and after the ablation. Turning to the ablated side is abolished (red arrowhead) while the probability of forward swimming is drastically increased. E, Histograms of the tail bend angle before and after the ablation. Large-angle bends toward the lesioned side are greatly reduced (red arrows). Instead, small-angle bends on either side of the body are performed (red arrow heads). 2D histograms of tail bend angle vs. the cycle period shows that the ablation mainly affects the kinematics of the first undulation cycle (F) but has virtually no effect on the later cycles (G). In the first undulation cycle, the phototaxic cue used to induce large bend angles and prolonged cycle periods (F, upper right panel) can only induce tail movements with small angles and short cycle periods after the ablation (F, lower right panel). H-K, The ablation also specifically affects the first undulation cycle and promotes forward swims during the OMR.
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D. Ablation effect on turn angle $\Delta \theta_{H}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-ablation</th>
<th>Post-ablation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brighter on non-ablation side</td>
<td>Brighter on ablation side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability (%)</td>
<td>Probability (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Ablation effect on 1st tail bend $\Delta \theta_{T_1}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-ablation</th>
<th>Post-ablation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brighter on non-ablation side</td>
<td>Brighter on ablation side</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability (%)</td>
<td>Probability (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Ablation effect on 1st undulation $\Delta \theta_{T_1}$ vs. $\Delta P_{T_1}$

G. Ablation effect on later undulations $\Delta \theta_{T_3}$ vs. $\Delta P_{T_3}$
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H. Ablation effect on turn angle $\Delta \theta_H$

I. Ablation effect on 1st tail bend $\Delta \theta_{T1}$

J. Ablation effect on 1st undulation $\Delta \theta_{T1}$ vs. $\Delta P_{T1}$

K. Ablation effect on later undulations $\Delta \theta_{T3}$ vs. $\Delta P_{T3}$
2.6 RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are also necessary for dark flash-induced turns and spontaneous turns

In addition to controlling turns during phototaxis and the OMR, the hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons also play a critical role in controlling spontaneous turns and the large angle turns exhibited during dark flash responses. Spontaneous swims were recorded during free swimming in ambient light without disturbances. Left and right turns occur with a similar frequency and a significant portion of the swim events are composed of forward swims (Figure 2.7B, also 3,5). Unilateral ablation of the ventromedial spinal projection neurons decreases the occurrence of spontaneous turns toward the ablated side, and drastically increases the events of forward swims (Figure 2.7B & 2.7C). The tail bend angle and the cycle period decreases in the first undulation cycle, but the later cycles of tail movements are virtually unaffected by the ablation (Figure 2.7D & 2.7E).

In addition to touch-induced escape turns, large-angle turns can also be elicited by a sudden reduction in the illumination. Interestingly, a previous study shows that while laser ablation of Mauthner cells drastically increases the response latency of vibration induced turns, the lesion appears to have no effect on dark-flash induced turns 3. The results in this study show that after unilateral ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2, the widely distributed turning angle expressed during the dark-flash response is abolished (Figure 2.8B & 2.8C). Again, the ablation mainly affects the first cycle of tail undulation but has no effect on the later tail undulations (Figure 2.8D & 2.8E).

Together, the ablation experiment shows that RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons have a universal role in controlling the phototaxic turns, the OMR turns, the dark-flash-induced turns, and spontaneous turns. The neurons appear to control these four types of turns in the same way -
to increase the cycle period and the initial tail bend angle in the first undulation cycle. It should be noted that these four types of turning behaviors cover a wide range of turning angles from spontaneous turns (mode: 21°), OMR turns (mode 40°), phototaxic turns (mode: 39°), to dark-flash induced turns (mode: 123°). It is likely that turns of different strength are mediated by different neurons within the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 nuclei. Or, alternatively, the turning strength is controlled by the same set of RoV3, MiV2 and MiV2 neurons, and the level of the neuronal activity dictates the turning strength.

Figure 2.7: Laser ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons abolishes spontaneous turns
A, Histogram of the heading-angle change ($\Delta \Theta_{H}$) during spontaneous swims (n = 24). The turning mode is more obvious by looking at the distribution of the initial head movement ($\Delta \Theta_{H1}$, inset). B, Histogram of the heading-angle change ($\Delta \Theta_{H}$) before and after the ablation (n=8, the same fish analyzed in Figure 6). Turning to the ablated side appear to be abolished (red arrowhead) while the probability of forward swimming is drastically increased. C, Histograms of the tail bend angle before and after the ablation. Large-angle bends toward the lesioned side are greatly reduced (red arrows). Instead, small-angle bends on either side of the body are performed (red arrow heads). 2D histograms of tail bend angle vs. the cycle period shows that the ablation mainly affects the kinematics of the first undulation cycle (D) but has virtually no effect on the later cycles (E). In the first undulation cycle, tail movements with large bend angles and prolonged cycle periods (D, upper panel) disappear after the ablation (E, lower panel).
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Figure 2.8: Laser ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons abolishes turns during the dark-flash response.

A, Histogram of the heading-angle change ($\Delta \Theta_H$) induced by a sudden dark flash (n = 24). Large angle turns ($\Delta \Theta_H \sim 125^\circ$) and forward swims ($\Delta \Theta_H \sim 0^\circ$) are often induced by the dark flash. B, Histogram of the heading-angle change ($\Delta \Theta_H$) before and after the ablation (n=8, the same fish analyzed in Figure 6). Turns to the ablated side are mostly abolished (red arrowhead) while the probability of forward swimming is increased. C, Histograms of the tail bend angle before and after the ablation. Large-angle bends toward the lesioned side are greatly reduced (red arrows). 2D histograms of tail bend angle vs. the cycle period shows that the ablation mainly affects the kinematics of the first undulation cycle (D) but has virtually no effect on the later cycles (E). In the first undulation cycle, tail movements with large bend angles and prolonged cycle periods (D, upper panel) disappear after the ablation (E, lower panel).
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2.7 Response of MiV1, MiV2 and RoV3 cells during different turning strength

Results from the previous section show that RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are necessary for expression of a wide range of turning angles. By what mechanism are the animals able to perform these graded behaviors; how is the turning angle controlled at the level of the reticulospinal neurons? Three potential mechanisms could be implemented. First, the number of active neurons may increase as the strength of the behavior increases. This has been demonstrated in motor neurons where, as the load on a muscle increases, more motor neurons that innervate the muscle activated\textsuperscript{10}. Second, the same set of neurons may simply fire at a higher frequency as the strength of the behavior increases. This activity dependent mechanism has been reported in larval zebrafish spinal cord where a subtype of spinal interneuron exhibits a graded activity as the strength of escape response increases\textsuperscript{11}. Third, different strengths of a behavior could be controlled by different subsets of neurons. In larva zebrafish, it was found that as the swimming speed increases, there is a shift in the active set of spinal interneurons\textsuperscript{4,12}; ventrally located interneurons tend to maintain silence during fast swims and become active during slow swims.

To examine the activation pattern of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons during different turning strength, I employed a fictive swimming paradigm\textsuperscript{13} (also Ahrens 2012, in press) to monitor motor output during calcium imaging. In this paralyzed preparation, spontaneous or visually elicited motor events occur at a frequency of ~1Hz. Each motor event consists of bilateral bursting activity with a left-right alternation at a frequency of ~25 Hz (Figure 2.9C & 2.9D), reminiscent of tail undulations during free swimming. When a backward lateral or lateral moving grating is presented, a burst of motor nerve activity first occurs on the side where the grating moves to (Figure 2.9 C & 2.9D). This initial burst is typically longer in duration and
higher in firing frequency than the following bursts, presumably corresponding to a strong tail bend at the beginning of a turn. To quantify the strength of bursts, we calculate the local variance, or power, of the motor nerve signal (figure 2.9 C & D, red traces). The directional bias of swims is then estimated by the power difference between left and right signals during the first 50ms of fictive swims. This measure was shown to be the most indicative of the turning direction, and was consistent with the finding that turns differ from forward swims in the first undulation cycle of tail movements (see Section 2.4).

As shown in Figure 2.9E – 2.9K, the optomotor response expressed by paralyzed, embedded fish (n=20) is not entirely identical to the response performed by freely swimming fish. Consistent with freely-swimming behaviors, paralyzed fish respond to backward lateral gratings (Figure 2.9E & 2.9K) and forward gratings (Figure 2.9H) with strong turns and forward swims, respectively. However, the fish respond to lateral gratings with a mixed response such that most swims are still biased in the grating direction but some are biased in the opposite direction (Figure 2.9F & 2.9J). The striking difference occurs when forward lateral gratings are presented: paralyzed fish consistently turn away from the direction of lateral forward gratings (Figure 2.9G & 2.9I). Not only the power of the motor nerve activity is stronger on the opposite side, but the laterality the initial burst indicates a consistent tail bend (78%) away from the grating direction. These examples demonstrate the importance of monitoring behaviors during neuronal recording, since the direction of the visual stimulus is not a perfect predictor of the animal’s swimming direction.

The discrepancy between free and fictive behavior may be due to different “states” of the animal, i.e. paralyzed/embedded vs. freely swimming, or because of differences in visual stimulation, such as the reflection of the visual scene onto the microscope objective and glass
pipettes. This discrepancy, however, does not hinder my aim in correlating neuronal activity to turning strength, since the visual stimulus only serves to induce swims. The activity of a cell will be correlated to the directional bias of fictive swims, regardless what grating directions are used to induce the swims.

Armed with the ability to measure the directional bias of individual swims in paralyzed fish, I examined the activity of ventromedial cells during visually induced turns at different strength. We found that MiV2, RoV3 neurons and many of the MiV1 cells on one side of the brain were silent during contralateral turns, and their activity was elevated as the directional bias toward the ipsilateral side increased (Figure 2.9L). These cells thus express a rectifying or sigmoid activation profile in relation to the swim bias (Figure 2.9Q & 2.9R). Some of the MiV1 cells, however, are broadly turned; they are weakly active during contralateral turns and more active during weak ipsilateral turns (Figure 2.9M & 2.9V). In some cases, these two types of cells were recorded at the same optical plane during a single functional imaging experiment, excluding the possibility that the different profiles resulted from different recording conditions (Figure 2.9N & 2.9O). I did not observe neurons that were sharply tuned for large angle or small angle turns; thus no evidence supports the recruitment mechanisms mentioned in the beginning of the section.

Overall, the result suggests that the strength of turns is controlled by the activity of the same set of ventromedial spinal projection neurons, and not the number of active neurons. This conclusion is supported by the fact that ablation of subsets of the ventromedial neurons either has no effect, or impairs all turning behaviors during spontaneous swimming, phototaxis, the OMR and dark flash responses. This ablation phenotype is in line with the idea that a same set of the ventromedial spinal projection neurons control turns from small angles to large angles.
Figure 2.9: RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons show graded response during different turning strengths. **A**, Simultaneous recording of motor nerve and SPN activity in a paralyzed fish. **B**, A left MiV1 cell backfilled with a calcium sensitive dye responds strongly to left and backward left gratings and weakly to a forward right grating. Region-of-interest averaged fluorescence time series is shown in green and the deconvolved trace is in blue. Motor nerve activities are recorded bilaterally to identify fictive swims (red dots). Example fictive swims exhibiting rightward and leftward turns are magnified (**C & D**). **E–K**, Histograms of swim bias in response to gratings moving to seven different directions. **L**, A cell’s response profile in relation to the directional bias of fictive swims (the same cell as in **A**). Each point represents a swim; it indicates the fluorescent signal ($\Delta F/F$) of the cell during a specific swim bias. The cell is silent during rightward swims and becomes progressively active as the swim bias toward the left increases. Colors indicate the direction of the moving grating during which the swim was elicited. **M**, A right MiV1 cell shows weak responses during contralateral turns and stronger responses during weak ipsilateral turns. **N & O**, A right MiV2 and MiV1 cell recorded on the same optic plane. **P–R**, Overlapped response profiles of MiV1, MiV2 and RoV3 neurons, respectively. Each cell’s response profile, as shown in **L**, is binned by 11 intervals and represented by a black trace. The average response profile for each MiV1, MiV2, RoV3 cell type is shown in red. **S–U**, Histograms of swim bias where the maximal response is measured. The majority of the cells are most active during strong ipsilateral turns. Some MiV1 neurons, however, are most active during weak ipsilateral turns or forward swims. **V–X**, Each cell type’s response during strong contralateral turns and strong ipsilateral turns. MiV2 and RoV3 neurons are active during ipsilateral turns and are highly inactive during strong contralateral turns. Several MiV1 neurons, however, are active during strong contralateral turns.
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Figure 2.9 (continued)
Finally, I examined whether the ventromedial cells that were active during stimulus-elicited behaviors were also active during spontaneous swims. We ranked each cell’s calcium fluorescence (ΔF/F) from low to high during swims elicited by moving gratings of all directions, and used the fluorescence signal at the 90th percentile of the distribution to indicate how active the cell was during the OMR (Figure 2.10A, red bars). The same analysis was applied to the fluorescent signals acquired during spontaneous swims. We found that most ventromedial cells that were active during the OMR were also active in spontaneous swims, except for two cells in the MiV1 group (Figure 2.10C – 2.10E). Neuronal activity during the OMR was in general higher than that in spontaneous swims. Finally, the cells’ activation profiles in relation to directional bias are similar in the OMR and in spontaneous swims (Figure 2.10B). This is consistent with the idea that the same subset of the ventromedial cells serves a universal role in controlling both visually elicited and spontaneous swims.
**Figure 2.10:** A similar set of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are active during spontaneous turns and OMR turns.

**A,** Example of the fluorescence response ($\Delta F/F$) of a MiV1 cell during the OMR and spontaneous swims. Each dot represents a swim; it indicates the fluorescence response of the cell during a swim elicited by the grating direction marked beneath. The overall OMR response is shown in the 8th column. The response during spontaneous swims is shown in the 9th column. The 90th percentile of the overall OMR and spontaneous activity is marked with red bars, indicating how active the cell is during the two behaviors. **B,** The response profile of the MiV1 neuron during spontaneous swims showing a similar rectifying shape observed during the OMR (compare to Figure 2.9L, the same cell). **C-E,** Scatter analysis of each neuron’s activity during the OMR against the activity during spontaneous swims. Each dot represents a cell; it indicates the activity the cell during the OMR and spontaneous swims. For example, the pair of red bars in panel A generates a dot in panel C. The results show that neurons that are active during the OMR are mostly active during spontaneous swims.
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2.8 Discussion

There have been relatively few studies that demonstrate how identified spinal projection neurons control behaviors in vertebrates\textsuperscript{14–16}, partly due to the complexity of supraspinal descending systems in most vertebrates. On the basis that hindbrain spinal projection neurons RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 in larval zebrafish are necessary for controlling OMR turns, I extended this investigation to other visuomotor behaviors as well as spontaneous swims, and demonstrated exactly how these spinal projection neurons control tail movement during turns.

In principle, these spinal projection neurons can generate turns in one of two following ways: either (a) generate a complete, biased, undulating sequence of tail movements, or else (b) work with another descending system which generates symmetric tail movements such that the combined output is a biased tail movement. The experiments I presented here suggest that scenario (b) is implemented in the larval zebrafish, and this conclusion is supported by three observations.

First, using detailed kinematic analysis of tail movement, it is found that turns and forward swims differ in the first cycle of tail undulations. During turns, the initial tail bend and the cycle period are significantly increased. However, the marked difference disappears in the second undulation cycle. In later cycles, tail undulations between turns and forward swims are visually identical. This partial overlap in the undulation pattern suggests the possibility that turns could arise from forward swims by modulating the first cycle of tail movement.

Second, unilateral laser ablation of hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons specifically affects tail movement in the first undulation cycle. Fish with the ablation are unable to perform, in the first undulation cycle, the prolonged cycle period and increased tail bend amplitude in response to turn-inducing visual stimuli. Instead, they express symmetric tail
undulations throughout the swim. This indicates that the descending pathways that generate turns are composed of two components: one that generates symmetric tail undulations, and another, mediated by RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2, that briefly modulates the rhythm and amplitude of tail movement.

Third, if turns arise from forward swims by transforming symmetric tail movements to biased tail motion, then ablation of the turn-controlling spinal projection neurons should not only abolish turns, but also increase the occurrence of forwards swims. Indeed, the percentage of forward swims (change of heading direction <10°) in a turn inducing visual environment increases from 20% to 95% after unilateral ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2. Since the overall frequency of swim events is largely unchanged after the ablation (1.2 swims/sec to 1 swim/sec), the data suggest that the increased occurrence of forward swims results from the inability to transform symmetric tail undulation into turns in the absence of the spinal projection neurons.

Together, these results suggest that hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons modulate the first cycle of symmetric tail movement in order to generate turns. During turns, the ventromedial spinal projection neurons provide a brief and biased command that increases the cycle period and initial tail bend amplitude to create a slow, biased tail undulation.

This study also reveals that larval zebrafish without the ventromedial spinal projection neurons are unable to perform turns during three visuomotor behaviors, namely phototaxis, optomotor and dark flash response. These three behaviors require the detection of illumination contrast, visual motion, and a temporal change in luminosity, respectively; thus they may be mediated by separate neuronal types in the retina. Indeed, functional imaging in larval zebrafish has revealed the segregation of retinal arborization fields that are responsive to visual motion and to dark flashes (Naumann, unpublished data). This suggests that divergent visual pathways
converge at the level of spinal projection neurons in controlling turning behaviors. The fact that spontaneous turns are also impaired after the ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons further supports the notion that these cells have a universal role in controlling turning behaviors. I did not test turns elicited by other sensory modalities such as touch, temperature and olfaction. Nevertheless, it’s interesting to note that while the Mauthner cells and their homologs, MiD2cm and MiD3cm, have been demonstrated to be involved in touch-elicited escape turns\(^9,17,18\), ablation of these neurons only increases the response latency, but a full spectrum of turning angles is spared\(^19,20\). Thus a Mauthner cell-independent descending pathway appears to exist to control the amplitude of touch-elicited escape turns. On the basis that hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 control visually induced turns and spontaneous turns, these neurons may potentially have a broader role and control turns elicited by other sensory modalities\(^21\).

The last part of this chapter uses two-photon calcium imaging to reveal two functional types of RoV3, MiV1, MiV2 neurons. A subset of MiV1 neurons is active during most swim directions, but is more active during weak ipsilateral turns. It is still unclear whether and how they have a critical role in controlling turning behaviors. They may, for example, deliver descending drive to increase the stiffness of the tail during swims. On the other hand, almost all RoV3, MiV2, and most of the MiV1 neurons respond only during ipsilateral turns, and their activities elevate as the swim bias increases. These cells thus express a rectifying or sigmoid activation profile in relation to the swim bias.

The current study shows that the majority of the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons express highly lateralized responses; they are inactive during contralateral turns, weakly active during small ipsilateral turns, and strongly active during large ipsilateral turns. This is different from the previous finding that most RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons show a strong forward-motion
preference (Orger et al.\textsuperscript{2}, Figure 3). The difference should result from the method used to
estimate swim directions in paralyzed fish. While Orger et al. assumed the paralyzed fish would
swim in the grating direction, this study uses the motor nerve signal recorded bilaterally to
calculate the directional bias of fictive swim. A surprising finding is that forward lateral gratings
induce fictive swims turning away from the grating direction. For example, when a forward left
grating was presented to a fish, not only the motor nerve activity on the right side of the tail
became stronger, but the initial burst also occurred on the right. Freely swimming fish, without
exception, perform right turns by first bending their tails toward right. Thus an initial burst of
motor nerve activity on the right unambiguously indicates that the fish intended to either turn
right or swim forward, but not to turn left. This finding may explain why the previous study
found that most RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons show a strong forward-motion preference. For
example, while left RoV3 neurons are highly active in response to backward left gratings (which
induce strong left turns), they are also active during forward right gratings (which induce weak
left turns). The average response vector will thus shift toward the forward direction, instead of
being strongly biased toward left. This demonstrates the advantage of monitoring behaviors
during neuronal recordings. In addition, neuronal activity during spontaneous behavior can only
be studied by simultaneously monitoring motor outputs, since there is no external stimulus to
provide the time reference for collecting data.

As a final remark, the current study along with previous findings appears to reveal a
modular design of descending motor system. In this design, each descending pathway has its
own role, and the addition or removal of one of the pathways does not affect the operation of
other pathways. Consistent with this idea, removal of the Mauthner cells in goldfish specifically
increases the response delay during touch-elicited escape turns, but did not affect the full
spectrum of turning angles. Even when the functional homologs, namely MiD2cm and MiD3cm, are ablated along with the Mauthner cell, larval zebrafish are still able to perform large angle turns during touch-elicited escapes. In this study, I showed that ablation of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 impairs turns but spares forward swims. The examples of the Mauthner cell in controlling the response delay, RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 in controlling turning angles, and an independent pathway that controls symmetric tail undulations suggest a modular structure of supraspinal descending motor system in larval zebrafish.

2.9 Methods

Fish

6-7 day-old zebrafish from WIK strains in all experiments. mitfa-/- (nacre) fish were used for the imaging, ablation and behavior studies, as they lack pigment in the skin, but retain normal eye pigmentation. Their behavior is indistinguishable from wild-type siblings in the assays.

The overall procedure of the ablation experiment

36 hrs before the experiment, 3% (w/v) solution of dextran-conjugated Texas red (Invitrogen) was injected into the spinal cord of tricaine-anesthetized fish. On the day of the experiment, the phototaxis behavior, the optomotor response, the dark flash response, and spontaneous swims of an individual fish were tested. The behavior of the injected fish was indistinguishable from non-injected siblings. The fish was then embedded in 2% low-melting temperature agarose, and the spinal projection neurons were ablated one by one using two photon laser. Most of the time, the fish could swim immediately after been released from the agarose, and the three visuomotor
behaviors and spontaneous swims were tested. In rare cases where fish lost balance or could not swim, the animal was not included in the post ablation analysis.

**The overall procedure of the calcium imaging experiment**

36 hrs before the experiment, 25% (w/v) solution of dextran-conjugated calcium green (Invitrogen) was injected into the spinal cord of tricaine-anesthetized fish. On the day of the experiment, the fish was embedded in 2% low-melting temperature agarose, and paralyzed by injecting 1mg/ml bungarotoxin solution (Sigma-Aldrich) in tail muscles. After removing the agarose caudal to the swim bladder, the electrodes were placed on intersegmental boundaries around the 10th myotome, which is rostral to the injection site of the bungarotoxin. The calcium response of the spinal projection neurons and the motor nerve activity were recorded simultaneously while the visual stimulus was presented to the fish from beneath.

**Behavioral assays**

Zebrafish larvae swam freely in a 10-cm diameter petri dish. Fish were illuminated by an array of infrared light-emitting diodes and their swimming behavior was recorded at 500 Hz using an infrared-sensitive, high-speed CMOS camera (Mikrotron). Visual stimuli were projected directly onto a screen 5 mm below the fish using a DLP projector (Optoma). Custom image-processing software (Labview) extracted the position and orientation of the fish at the acquisition frame rate. This information was used to update the visual stimuli during the OMR and the phototaxis assay such that the illumination contrast and the grating direction were stabilized in relation to the fish.

During the phototaxis, the OMR and the dark flash response assays, the visual stimulus was presented for 12 sec followed by a homogenous illumination for at least 10 sec. The next
trial was only initiated when the fish was 2cm away from the wall in order to prevent biased
turns caused by the physical barrier. To record the spontaneous swimming behavior, fish was
allowed to swim in a homogenously illuminated arena for at least 10 min, and was video
recorded for 5min.

During each experiment, the fish’s location, orientation, and a 80-by-80 pixel image,
which is enough to contain the full body of the fish, were stored in hard drives at the acquisition
frame rate (500Hz). The tail movement was analyzed offline by a custom image-processing
software (MATLAB).

Two-photon laser ablation

The spinal projection neurons were ablated using two-photon laser as previously described.
Briefly, targeted cells were identified and a central subregion was selected from a full frame scan.
The power of a mode-locked laser (880 nm) was linearly increased while the beam was scanned
in a spiral pattern throughout the targeted region. Scanning was immediately terminated on the
detection of brief flashes of saturating intensity. This procedure always results in destruction of
the cell despite immediately adjacent cells and neurites appearing unaffected.

Fictive swim recordings and analysis

The recording setup and detection algorithm of fictive swims used in this study were developed
recently in the Engert lab (Ahrens et al. in press). After the larval zebrafish is embedded and
paralyzed, two electrodes were placed on intersegmental boundaries around the 10th myotome
under guidance of the camera (integrated into the two-photon microscope and using near-infrared
illumination), and gentle suction was applied. Typically, electrical signals became apparent ten
minutes after the placement of the electrodes. The fictive swims recording software was written in C# (Microsoft) and formed part of the custom written interface that controlled the two-photon microscope, the visual display and the electrophysiology acquisition (Ahrens et al. in press). The electrical signals representing fictive swims resembled large amplitude noise bursts. The main characteristic setting apart these signals from the recording noise was the increase in local variance, or power, of the signal. The signal is processed by taking a windowed standard deviation, so that if \( s(t) \) is the electrical signal and \( \tilde{s}(t) \) the processed signal, then

\[
\tilde{s}(t) = SD(s(t - \tau / 2)...s(t + \tau / 2)), \quad \text{with} \quad \tau = 10 \text{ms}.
\]

In this way, the signal was transformed into a much cleaner signal, of high 'signal-to-noise'. For offline analysis, as in Figure 2.9C & 2.9D (red traces), a Gaussian-weighted standard deviation was used instead of a square window, but the effect was similar. To detect fictive swims in the processed signal, a threshold was set automatically (Ahrens et al. in press). The method of thresholding proved to be very robust, as it detected fictive swims reliably and led to very few false positives.

To calculate the directional bias of the fictive swims, I compared the following properties recorded from the left and right electrodes: the width of the first burst, the average firing rate of the first burst, and the power of the first burst; these three parameters correspond to the width, the height and the area of the processed signal (Figure 2.9C & 2.9D, red traces) during the first burst. These parameters gave similar results in segregating swims induced by forward, backward right and backward left gratings. In this study, I used the power difference between the two channels during the first 50 ms of fictive swims, which covered the first cycle of the motor nerve activity during forward grating-induced swims. I didn’t normalize the swim bias by the sum of the signal power, because weak swims tended to generate a large swim bias. Instead, swim bias was normalized by two SDs of the overall swim bias performed by the fish in response to all.
grating directions. Since the recording quality varied during the experiment, every 30 min the weight of the left and right signals was calibrated. The calibration involved equalizing the power of the motor nerve activity of the two channels during swims induced by forward gratings.

**Two-photon calcium imaging**

While the motor nerve activity of the larval zebrafish was recorded by the two electrodes at the tail, the calcium response of the spinal projection neurons in the hindbrain were imaged simultaneously with a custom two-photon microscope (pulsed Ti-sapphire laser tuned to 920 nm, Spectra Physics). The visual stimulus was projected from below with a projector (3M) and passed through a red long-pass filter, which allowed simultaneous visual stimulation and fluorescence detection. On each imaging plane, binary gratings of seven different directions were presented in random orders; each presentation lasted 10 seconds and each grating direction was presented 10 times before changing to the next imaging plane. In each experiment, frames were acquired at 1.7 Hz. Due to the fact that neuron in the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV3 nuclei are tightly clustered, the image was analyzed by manually selecting regions of interests. The calcium time series of each cell (Figure 2.9B, green trace) was deconvolved (Figure 2.9B, blue trace) by a decaying exponential to remove the slow dynamic of the calcium indicator. The exponential has a time constant of 1.2 sec, which was measured from the decaying calcium time series after a response-evoking stimulus is turned off. A cell’s activity during a fictive swim was the deconvolved calcium signal at the time when the swim occurred.
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CHAPTER 3

Descending control of network rhythms in the spinal cord – a modeling study

3.1 Introduction

The result from Chapter 2 shows that the RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons increase the cycle period of tail movement during the first undulation cycle of turning behaviors. What could be the mechanism by which the spinal projection neurons control the rhythm of network oscillation in the spinal cord? Specifically, what neuronal types in the spinal cord do these hindbrain neurons innervate in order to control the rhythm during turning behaviors?

In adult lampreys, hindbrain spinal projection neurons have been shown to form glutamatergic synapses on all types of spinal interneurons, namely EINs, CINs, LINs and motor neurons. Among them, the activation of LINs, the ipsilateral inhibitory neurons, have been shown experimentally and computationally to reduce the bursting duration and the cycle period of the ventral root activity during locomotion. Given their roles in terminating bursts and shortening the oscillation period, it is less likely that they mediate the prolonged cycle period during turns. On the other hand, descending innervations exclusively to motor neurons could increase the firing rate and perhaps increase the bursting duration of motor neurons, but are unable to explain the prolonged suppression of the ventral root activity on the contralateral side. In order to implement this contralateral suppression of motor activity, commissural inhibitory neurons (CINs), have to be activated either directly or indirectly by spinal projection neurons. In addition, mutual inhibition mediated by CINs has also been suggested to slow down the network oscillation of the spinal cord. For these two reasons, CINs could potentially be the synaptic
target of turn-controlling spinal projection neurons. Finally, ipsilateral excitatory interneurons (EINs) have been shown to directly innervated CINs in lampreys. Thus, ventromedial spinal projection neurons could potentially innervate EINs and indirectly activate CINs in order to control the rhythm of tail movement.

The effect of descending innervation on network oscillations in the spinal cord has been studied using modeling approaches in lamprey and zebrafish. In the lamprey study, while the spinal network modeled by Ekeberg et al. remarkably explains many experimental findings, it does not appear to support the fundamental observation that each half of the spinal cord is sufficient to generate oscillations. The fact that each hemicord can oscillate in the absence of commissural innervation suggests the presence of pacemaking units on each side of the spinal cord.

This chapter aims to incorporate intrinsic pacemakers into a spinal network — a different way to construct spinal central pattern generators (CPGs), and examine the potential mechanisms by which descending motor commands modulate the network’s rhythm. To this end, I first construct a model of a pacemaking neuron whose voltage-dependent currents are described by an I-V curve containing a negative resistance component. Other currents considered are a calcium dependent potassium current ($I_{K(Ca)}$), a voltage dependent calcium current ($I_{Ca(V)}$), a calcium extrusion current, and a passive leak current. Similar to real pacemaking neurons, the membrane potential of the modeled neuron expresses robust oscillations with four phases of activities, namely a slow depolarization, a fast depolarization, a plateau potential with slow decay and a fast repolarization. The cycle period of the oscillation can be lengthened by at least four-fold by decreasing the calcium dependence of $I_{K(Ca)}$ and the voltage dependence of $I_{Ca(V)}$. Increasing
the membrane capacitance has a moderate effect on lengthening the cycle period. The calcium extrusion rate, in contrast, minimally modulates the rhythm of oscillations.

Pacemaking neurons are then integrated into the spinal CPG as EINs\textsuperscript{11}. Since CINs have not been found to be intrinsically rhythmic in vertebrates, this neuronal type is modeled as a non-pacemaker using a linear I-V curve. Using these two cell types, a single-segment model of a spinal CPG containing one EIN and one CIN on each side of the spinal cord is built. This four-cell network expresses robust oscillations with left-right alternations and can quickly reach the alternating stage by providing a weak bias in the initial conditions.

RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons project ipsilateral axons to the spinal cord (Metcalfe 1986) and are likely to be glutamatergic\textsuperscript{12} (also Koyama et al. unpublished data). The effect of descending innervation by these ventromedial neurons on the spinal network is modeled by increasing the conductance of non-selective cation channels in the EIN or the CIN on the ipsilateral side. The result shows that unilateral excitation to the EIN actually shortens the network’s cycle period. In contrast, unilateral excitation to the CIN is sufficient to generate a two-fold increase in the cycle period, which could explain the dynamic range of the rhythm performed by larval zebrafish during turns. These observations suggest that hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons could innervate spinal CINs, potentially CoBL\textsubscript{gly} or CoLo neurons in larval zebrafish, to control the rhythm of tail movement during turns.

3.2 A model of the pacemaking neuron that expresses rhythmic activity

Pacemaking neurons exhibit membrane potential oscillations that are typically divided into four phases: a rapid depolarization, a long-lasting plateau, a fast repolarization, and a slow
depolarization (Figure 3.1B). Here I model a pacemaking neuron by considering the following two experimental observations. First, it has been shown that a negative resistance characteristic of the cell’s I-V curve is essential for establishing oscillations\textsuperscript{13}. Second, a calcium-dependent potassium current is found to be critical for terminating the long-lasting plateau of the membrane potential during oscillations\textsuperscript{14}. On these bases, I describe the dynamics of the neuron’s membrane potential and intracellular calcium concentration with two differential equations. The voltage dynamic is described by a capacitance current, an overall voltage-dependent current, a calcium dependent current, and a leak current (Eqn. 1). The overall voltage-dependent current is determined by the I-V curve measured from pacemaking cells\textsuperscript{13}. This measured curve is approximated by a cubic function (Eqn. 3) in this modeling study. The dynamics of calcium concentration is described by a calcium extrusion current and a voltage dependent calcium current (Eqn. 2). To keep the model tractable, the calcium dependent potassium current and the voltage dependent calcium current are assumed to be proportional to the calcium concentration and the membrane potential, respectively.

Table 3.1: A pacemaker model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The pacemaking neuron</th>
<th>Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C \cdot \frac{dv}{dt} = -I(v) - \alpha \cdot u + i$ (Eqn. 1)</td>
<td>Membrane potential ($v$), Intracellular calcium concentration ($u$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{du}{dt} = -u \cdot \frac{1}{\tau} + \beta \cdot v$ (Eqn. 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The cubic I-V curve</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I(v) = \frac{1}{660} \cdot v^3 - v - 9$ (Eqn. 3)</td>
<td>Membrane capacitance ($C$), Calcium dependence of potassium current ($\alpha$), Time constant of calcium extrusion ($\tau$), Voltage dependence of calcium current ($\beta$), Leak current ($i$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At any point in the $u$-$v$ space, the velocity ($\frac{dv}{dt}, \frac{du}{dt}$) can be calculated from Eqn. 1 and 2. Thus, given an initial condition $(u_0, v_0)$, the evolution of $u$ and $v$ can be plotted as a trajectory in the phase plane. To analyze the behavior of a dynamical system, it’s useful to find the position of the nullclines, where the speed in one of the directions is zero. In this system, the location with zero velocity in the $v$ direction is described by a cubic nullcline,

$$u = -\frac{1}{\alpha} (I(v) - i), \quad \text{(from Eqn.1, given } \frac{dv}{dt} = 0)$$

and the location with zero velocity in the $u$ direction is described by a linear nullcline

$$u = \tau \cdot \beta \cdot v, \quad \text{(from Eqn.2, given } \frac{du}{dt} = 0)$$

In most cases, the system will end up at a stable point in the phase plane and stop moving. However, when two conditions are met, the trajectory starting from any initial condition will enter a closed loop in the phase plane. First, the linear nullcline has to intersect the cubic nullcline in the cubic nullcline’s negative resistance region. Second, the slope of the linear nullcline must be larger than that of the cubic nullcline at the intersecting point. The two conditions are described as the following:

**Conditions for oscillation**

(i) $i \approx -9$

(ii) $\beta \cdot \tau > \frac{1}{\alpha}$

The first condition ensures that the linear nullcline intersects the cubic nullcline around the cubic nullcline’s inflection point, or the midpoint of the negative resistance region. This requires an intermediate leak current $i$ of the cell. The second condition ensures that the slope of the linear
nullcline is larger than the cubic nullcline at the intersections. This requires a large calcium
dependence ($\beta$) for $I_{K(Ca)}$, a large calcium extrusion time constant $\tau$, and a large and voltage
dependence ($\alpha$) for $I_{Ca(V)}$. An example trajectory of this oscillating process is shown in the
phase plane (Figure 3.1A). The movement of the trajectory can be divided into four steps:

(1) The trajectory starts at a low voltage and low calcium state (point $s$), and quickly moves
to a high voltage state until it reaches the cubic nullcline (point $s^*$).

(2) Since there is zero velocity in the $v$ direction at the cubic nullcline, the trajectory moves
upward in the $u$ direction. However, it is quickly drawn back to the cubic nullcline since
the velocity in the $v$ direction is much larger than the $u$ direction outside the cubic
nullcline. The trajectory slowly moves along the cubic nullcline until it reaches point $b$.

(3) The trajectory then quickly moves leftward and reaches the other end of the cubic
nullcline (point $c$).

(4) The trajectory again moves slowly along the cubic nullcline and reaches point $d$. From
there the process of traveling through points $a$, $b$, $c$ and $d$ repeats itself.

In this cyclic process, the membrane potential oscillates in four phases: a rapid depolarization, a
long-lasting plateau, a fast repolarization, and a slow depolarization (Figure 3.1C). This process
nicely recapitulates the slow oscillation of the membrane potential in real pacemaking neurons
(Figure 3.1B). The pacemaker model suggests that for a cell to express slow oscillations, two
conditions are necessary and three conditions are supportive. The necessary conditions are (1)
the I-V curve of the cell contains a region of negative resistance, and (2) an intermediate leak
current. The supportive conditions are (1) a strong $I_{K(Ca)}$, (2) a strong $I_{Ca(V)}$, and (3) a slow
calcium extrusion rate.
**Figure 3.1:** A model of a pacemaking neuron

A. Phase portrait shows that the modeled neuron starting from a low calcium and low voltage state “s” will travel through the state s’ and enter the cyclic process of repeating the states a, b, c, d. The green asterisks demonstrating the trajectory of neuronal states are equally spaced in time. This shows that the trajectory moves faster from b to c, and from d to a in the cyclic process.

The velocity on the phase plane is indicated by the arrows (blue and red). For visualization, the u component of the velocity vector is magnified 200 times. The location of zero velocity in each u-v direction is indicated by the two nullclines (red). The membrane potential of the modeled neuron oscillates with four distinct phases (C), recapitulating the slow oscillations of real spinal neurons (B, modified from Wallen and Grillner 1987). Simulations suggest that calcium dependence of potassium current and voltage dependence of calcium current have a strong effect in changing the pacemaker’s rhythm (D & E). Membrane capacitance has a moderate effect (F), and calcium extrusion time constant has virtually no effect (G) in changing the pacemaker’s rhythm.
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3.3 Modulating the rhythm of the pacemaking neuron

The modeled pacemaking neuron in this study contains five parameters: the membrane capacitance \( C \), the calcium dependence of \( I_{K(Ca)} \ (\alpha) \), the voltage dependence of \( I_{Ca(V)} \ (\beta) \), the calcium extrusion time constant \( \tau \), and a leak current \( i \). As shown in chapter 2, the cycle period of the tail movement during turns in larval zebrafish ranges from 40ms to 75ms. Thus the analysis here focuses on mechanisms that can increase the cycle period by at least two-fold.

Simulations show that decreasing the calcium dependence of \( I_{K(Ca)} \ (\alpha) \) and voltage dependence of \( I_{Ca(V)} \ (\beta) \) supralinearly increase the cycle period of the oscillation; at least a four-fold increase in the cycle period can be generated by modulating these two parameters (Figure 3.1D & 3.1E). On the other hand, increasing the membrane conductance \( C \) can also increase the cycle period by more than two-fold (Figure 3.1F). However, the calcium extrusion time constant \( \tau \) has a very weak effect on the pacemaker’s rhythm (Figure 3.1G). The effects of each parameter in modulating the cycle period and the stiffness of the oscillation are summarized in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Effects of model parameters on the pacemaker’s oscillation rhythm and stiffness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To increase cycle period</th>
<th>Calcium dependence of ( I_{K(Ca)} \ (\alpha) )</th>
<th>Voltage dependence of ( I_{Ca(V)} \ (\beta) )</th>
<th>Calcium extrusion time constant ( \tau )</th>
<th>Membrane capacitance ( C )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency in increasing cycle period</td>
<td>decrease ( \alpha )</td>
<td>decrease ( \beta )</td>
<td>decrease ( \tau )</td>
<td>increase ( C )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect on stiffness</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: oscillation condition</td>
<td>almost no effect</td>
<td>decrease ( \beta ) enhances stiffness</td>
<td>decrease ( \tau ) reduces stiffness</td>
<td>increase ( C ) reduces stiffness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decreasing \( \alpha \) may lose oscillation. Decreasing \( \beta \) may lose oscillation. Decreasing \( \tau \) may lose oscillation.

Note: \( \beta \cdot \tau > \frac{1}{\alpha} \)
Among these parameters, the calcium dependence of $I_{K(Ca)}(\alpha)$ is of particular interest. The neurotransmitter serotonin (5-HT) is known to suppress the calcium dependent potassium current by directly decreasing potassium channel conductance\textsuperscript{15,16}. In the presence of 5-HT, the reduced potassium current results in a suppressed afterhyperpolarization (AHP) and a prolonged plateau potential in spinal cord neurons. As a result, an isolated spinal cord exhibits a higher spiking frequency, a prolonged burst period, and a longer cycle period in the presence of 5-HT or 5-HT reuptake blockers\textsuperscript{14,17,18}. This model mimics the action of 5-HT by using a small $\alpha$ to decrease $I_{K(Ca)}$. In line with experimental findings, this modulation results in a marked increase in the cycle period.

Despite $I_{K(Ca)}$ being an ideal target for modulating the pacemaker’s rhythm, it has been shown in lamprey that 5-HT positive spinal projection neurons have no synaptic structures\textsuperscript{17,19,20}. It appears that 5-HT is released in a paracrine fashion to adjacent neurons\textsuperscript{18}. Thus 5-HT may play a role in regulating the rhythm of spinal networks at a time scale of tens of seconds, but is unlikely to regulate the cycle period during turns, where each cycle lasts tens of milliseconds.

Together, this simple model nicely captures the four phases of membrane potential activity during pacemaker-like oscillation, i.e. a rapid depolarization, a long-lasting plateau, a fast repolarization, and a slow depolarization. It explains the experimental finding that a negative resistance is necessary for the expression of oscillations\textsuperscript{13}. Its behavior is also in line with the role of 5-HT in increasing the oscillation period\textsuperscript{17,18}. This model, however, cannot explain the experimental finding that a constant depolarizing current reduces the cycle period of rhythmic neurons\textsuperscript{21,22}. Nevertheless, as will be shown in Section 3.5, a synaptic excitation modeled by
increasing the conductance of non-selective cation channels is able to decrease the pacemaker’s cycle period.

3.4 A model of the spinal network that generates left-right alternations

To examine the putative mechanisms by which descending excitations increase the cycle period of network oscillations during turns, I constructed a single-segment model of the spinal network that consists of one ipsilateral excitatory interneuron (EIN) and one commissural inhibitory interneuron (CIN) on each side of the spinal cord. The model is constructed on the basis that intrinsically rhythmic neurons, or pacemakers, exist on each side of the spinal cord. This assumption is supported by two experimental findings. First, lesion along the midline of the spinal cord spares the rhythmic activity in each hemicord⁵, suggesting that commissural innervations are not necessary for establishing spinal oscillations. Second, the existence of pacemaking EINs has been identified in mice, where a subset of EINs that express homeogenes Hb9 shows rhythmic activity in the absence of synaptic inputs. Here the pacemaker constructed in the previous section serves as EINs. The EIN on each side of the spinal cord innervates the ipsilateral CIN, and the CIN in turn inhibits the contralateral EIN (Figure 3.2A). So far there is no evidence suggesting that CINs are intrinsically rhythmic, therefore a linear I-V curve is assigned to the CIN such that the neuron does not oscillate by itself.
Table 3.3: A spinal CPG model containing EINs and CINs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Voltage and calcium dynamics of the cell</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right EIN</td>
<td>( \frac{d v_E}{dt} = -I(v_E) - \alpha \cdot u_E - \gamma_{CIN} \cdot v_C )</td>
<td>( v_E ): voltage of right EIN ( u_E ): intracellular ([Ca^{2+}] ) of right EIN ( v_C ): voltage of right CIN ( v_{E'} ): voltage of left EIN ( u_{E'} ): intracellular ([Ca^{2+}] ) of left EIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \frac{d u_E}{dt} = -\frac{u_E}{\tau} + \beta \cdot v_E )</td>
<td>( \alpha ): calcium dependence of ( I_K ) ( \beta ): voltage dependence of ( I_{Ca} ) ( C ): membrane capacitance ( \tau ): time constant of calcium extrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right CIN</td>
<td>( \frac{d v_C}{dt} = -I(v_C) + \gamma_{EIN} \cdot v_E )</td>
<td>( I(v) = \frac{1}{660} \cdot v^3 - v - 9 ) (cubic I-V curve) ( I(v) = v ) (linear I-V curve) ( \gamma_{CIN} ): synaptic strength of CIN to contra. EIN ( \gamma_{EIN} ): synaptic strength of EIN to ipsi. CIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left EIN</td>
<td>( \frac{d v_{E'}}{dt} = -I(v_{E'}) - \alpha \cdot u_{E'} - \gamma_{CIN} \cdot v_C )</td>
<td>( \alpha ): calcium dependence of ( I_K ) ( \beta ): voltage dependence of ( I_{Ca} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \frac{d u_{E'}}{dt} = -\frac{u_{E'}}{\tau} + \beta \cdot v_{E'} )</td>
<td>( C ): membrane capacitance ( \tau ): time constant of calcium extrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left CIN</td>
<td>( \frac{d v_{E'}}{dt} = -I(v_{E'}) + \gamma_{EIN} \cdot v_{E'} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 3.2B, by providing a bias in the initial condition, the modeled network expresses a pattern of left-right alternation after a short delay. A difference of 0.1mV between the left and right EINs leads to a pattern of left-right alternation after 34% of the cycle period (Figure 3.2B). A larger bias of the membrane potential in the two EINs can further reduce the delay to near 27% of the cycle period (Figure 3.2D). A large bias in the initial EIN intracellular concentration can further reduce the delay to less than 10% of the cycle period (Figure 3.2C & 3.2D). These observations suggest that a balanced descending motor command may not be advantageous for initiating turns and forward swims, since it may take longer for the spinal network to generate left-right alternations. For instance, this increase in the response delay would prevent larval zebrafish from swimming away from danger.
To further characterize the properties of the network, I examined how network rhythm is affected by the CIN’s inhibitory synapses and the EIN’s intrinsic rhythm. A previous study showed that a lesion along the midline of the spinal cord resulted in a faster oscillation in each half of the spinal cord\textsuperscript{5}. This suggests that commissural innervations slow down the rhythm of each hemicord. Consistent with this idea, an enhanced commissural inhibition mimicked by increasing the CIN’s axonal synaptic strength ($\gamma_{CIN}$) strongly increases the cycle period of the network’s oscillation; more than a five-fold increase in the cycle period is observed by increasing the $\gamma_{CIN}$ in both CINs (Figure 3.2G). Interestingly, bilateral modulation of $\gamma_{CIN}$ is necessary for modulating the network’s rhythm; changing the $\gamma_{CIN}$ of one CIN has no effect on the cycle period (Figure 3.2G).

Since pacemaking EINs provide the source of rhythmicity in this modeled CPG network, it makes sense that slowing down the pacemaker’s rhythm will increase the network’s cycle period. Here I decrease the EIN’s rhythm by reducing its calcium dependent potassium current, and find that the network’s rhythm is significantly decreased only when both EINs are modulated (Figure 3.2F). While a bilateral modulation of the EINs can generate a 3.5 fold increase in the network’s cycle period, unilateral modulation only increases the cycle period by 10%. Together with the ineffectiveness of unilateral modulation of $\gamma_{CIN}$ in changing network’s rhythm, it appears to be a general property that unilateral modulations of spinal networks have a weak effect on network rhythm.
**Figure 3.2:** A model of the spinal CPG

**A.** Wiring diagram of the modeled CPG. **B.** An example of membrane potential oscillation in the left and right EINs. When the membrane potential of the left EIN is 0.1 mV higher than the right EIN, the network takes around 1/3 of the cycle period to generate the first left-right alternation (black asterisk). **(C & D)** The model suggests that a calcium bias between the two EINs has a strong effect in reducing the delay of expressing left-right alternation. **F.** Pacemaking EIN rhythm can effectively change the CPG’s rhythm when both EINs are modulated. Here the EIN’s rhythm is slowed down by decreasing its calcium dependence of potassium current. **G.** CIN axonal synaptic strength can change the CPG’s rhythm when both CINs are modulated. It appears that the CPG model requires bilateral modulation to effectively modulate the network’s rhythm.
Figure 3.2

Initial conditions determines the delay to oscillations

Bilateral vs. unilateral modulation
3.5 Descending modulation of the spinal network’s rhythm

As shown in chapter 2, hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are necessary for increasing the initial cycle period of tail undulations during turns. What types of spinal neurons do RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 innervate in order to slow down the undulation? As described in the introduction section, descending innervation to ipsilateral inhibitory LINs or exclusively to motor neurons is unlikely to generate the observed tail undulation properties during turns. A potential mechanism for increasing the network’s cycle period is to innervate the commissural inhibitory CINs, either directly by the spinal projection neurons or indirectly through the action of ipsilateral excitatory EINs. Here I examine how descending innervations to EINs and CINs in the spinal CPG model would affect the network’s cycle period.

The neurotransmitter types of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 have not been characterized conclusively. However in larval zebrafish, RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are labeled in the alx-GFP transgenic line where only glutamatergic neurons with ipsilateral descending axons are labeled\(^\text{12}\). Thus, these spinal projection neurons are very likely to be glutamatergic. In addition, double patch recordings of MiV1 and motor neurons also show that MiV1 form monosynaptic excitatory synapses onto motor neurons (Koyama et al., unpublished data). To model the unilateral descending excitation provided by the spinal projection neurons, I introduced a synaptic current, \(g_{\text{glut}} \cdot (v - v_{\text{glut}})\), to the ipsilateral EIN or CIN. The parameter \(g_{\text{glut}}\) is the conductance of glutamate-gated non-selective cation channels, \(v\) is the membrane potential of the EIN or CIN, and \(v_{\text{glut}}\) is the reversal potential of the cation channel, which is set to 0 in this simulation. The descending excitation serves to increase the channel conductance \(g_{\text{glut}}\). The voltage dynamic of the EIN and CIN is described by the following equations.
The negative sign of the term \( g_{\text{glu}} \cdot v \) indicates that as the membrane potential of the cell becomes negative, there is an inward current that provides a positive influence on \( \frac{dv}{dt} \).

The effect of the descending excitation on the network’s cycle period is shown in Figure 3.3B. Unilateral excitation to an EIN actually results in a decrease in the network’s cycle period. The modulation is weak; setting \( g_{\text{glu}} \) to the maximal value only decreases the cycle period by 10%. A further increase in \( g_{\text{glu}} \) abolishes the negative resistance characteristic of the pacemaker and results in the loss of oscillations. Bilateral excitation to EINs also decreases the network’s cycle period, and the extent of the decrease is larger (26%). On the other hand, unilateral excitation delivered to a CIN results in a marked increase in the cycle period (Figure 3.3 D). The same manipulation of \( g_{\text{glu}} \) in the CIN can generate a two-fold increase in the cycle period of the network. Finally, consistent with the idea that bilateral modulations of spinal networks is more effective in changing network rhythm than unilateral modulations, a drastic increase in the cycle period can be produced by innervating CINs on both sides of the network (Figure 3.3D).

To explain the two-fold increase in the cycle period of tail movement during turns in larval zebrafish, the simulation study suggests that CINs are the most likely neuronal type to be innervated by hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons. Although not simulated in this study, RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons should also innervate motor neurons in order to generate the increased tail bend during turns.
**Descending modulation of the CPG’s rhythm**

Unilateral excitatory descending innervation to an EIN (A) results in a weak decrease in the CPG’s cycle period (B). Bilateral excitation to both EINs has a stronger effect in decreasing the CPG’s cycle period (B). Unilateral excitatory descending innervation to a CIN (C) can increase the CPG’s cycle period more than two-fold (D). Bilateral excitation to both CINs has a drastic effect on increasing the CPG’s cycle period.
3.6 Candidate spinal interneurons that mediate turning in larval zebrafish

Commissural inhibitory interneurons in larva zebrafish spinal cord include CoBLgly, CoLo, CoLA and CoSAgly. Among them, the morphology of CoBLgly is similar to the *Xenopus* tadpole cIN neuron that has been shown to be involved in reciprocal inhibition during locomotion23–25. In addition, CoBLgly dendrites are located in the same region as the dendrites of motor neurons; thus, the two groups of neurons may receive similar inputs and respond accordingly. In fact, electrophysiological recordings shows that CoBLgly is rhythmically active during locomotion26–28, indicating its role in central pattern generation. On the basis of these findings, one potential mechanism by which hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons increase the cycle period of tail movement during turns is to directly innervate CoBLgly interneurons.

CoLo interneurons are not rhythmically active during locomotion. However, they receive electrotonic transmission from hindbrain Mauthner cells and are transiently active during escape turns29. The turning behaviors examined in this study, namely phototaxic turns, OMR turns, dark-flash induced turns and spontaneous turns, all share the feature that the cycle period is increased in the first undulation cycle. This transient modulation in the behaviors is consistent with CoLo’s response of a brief activation during escape turns. Thus in addition to CoBLgly, CoLo is another candidate that could be innervated by RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 for mediating turning behaviors. The interneurons CoLA and CoSAgly project long ascending axons and may serve mainly as sensory interneurons.
Proposed synaptic targets of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons

RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons provide ipsilateral glutamatergic excitation to the spinal cord. Based on the simulation study in this chapter, they are proposed to innervate commissural inhibitory neurons, most likely CoBLgly and CoLo neurons, to increase the cycle period of tail undulations as well as to inhibit the contralateral spinal network during the prolonged tail bend. In addition, RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons should innervate motor neurons in order to increase the tail bend angle during turns.
3.7 Discussion

The results from Chapter 2 indicate that the spinal projection neurons, namely RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2, control turns by increasing the tail bend angle and the cycle period during the first undulation of tail movement. In this chapter, I investigated the mechanisms by which spinal projection neurons could increase the cycle period of network oscillations in the spinal cord using a modeling approach. The results show that unilateral innervations of the spinal network are generally unlikely to cause a large change in the cycle period, but unilateral excitation to CINs in the spinal network is sufficient to generate a two-fold increase in the cycle period. This suggests that one of the mechanisms by which RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons increase the cycle period during turns is to directly innervate CINs in the spinal cord. Specifically, glycinergic commissural spinal interneurons, namely CoBL\textsubscript{gly} and CoLo, are the most promising synaptic targets of hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons in larval zebrafish. This hypothesis is based on the following observations.

First, an intuitive way to increase the network cycle period is to slow down the intrinsic rhythm of the pacemaker. The spinal CPG model constructed in this chapter differs from the previous models\textsuperscript{4,9,10,30} in that it contains a pacemaker on each side of the spinal cord, providing direct access for this type of modulation. I find that by down-regulating the calcium dependence of $I_{K(Ca)}$, the cycle period of an isolated pacemaker can increase by at least four-fold. However, when the pacemaker is integrated into a spinal network, unilateral modulation of the pacemaker’s rhythm is ineffective in changing the network’s rhythm. For example, a four-fold increase in the pacemaker’s intrinsic cycle period only increases the network’s cycle period by 20%. In contrast, bilateral modulation of the pacemaker’s rhythm is effective in changing the network’s rhythm; a
four-fold increase in the cycle period of both pacemakers results in a 3.5-fold increase in the network’s cycle period.

Second, consistent with the experimental finding that a surgical lesion of commissural axons in the spinal cord results in a decrease in the cycle period\(^5\), an enhancement of mutual inhibition in this CPG model causes a marked increase in the cycle period. This enhancement of mutual inhibition is simulated either by enhancing the CIN’s inhibitory synapses, or by providing descending excitations to enhance CIN’s activity. In line with the idea that unilateral manipulation is ineffective in changing the network’s rhythm, enhancing the inhibitory synapse of just one CIN in this four-cell model results in virtually no change in the network’s cycle period. In this context, it is surprising to find that unilateral excitation to CIN can increase the network’s cycle period by at least two-fold. This increase can cover the range of the cycle period, from 40ms to 75ms, observed during turns in larval zebrafish.

CoBL\(_{gly}\), CoLo, CoSA\(_{gly}\), CoLA are the four types of commissural inhibitory interneurons characterized in larval zebrafish. CoSA\(_{gly}\) and CoLA neurons project ascending axons and probably serve as sensory interneurons. CoBL\(_{gly}\) is rhythmically active during swims\(^{26-28}\) and its dendrites overlap with those of motor neurons\(^{31}\). For these reasons, CoBL\(_{gly}\) may serve as the CIN in the canonical CPG model. On the other hand, CoLo is not rhythmically actively during swims, but has been found to be transiently active during touch-elicited escape turns\(^{29}\). It receives eletrotonic inputs from hindbrain Mauthner cells, and is proposed to silence the motor neurons on the contralateral side of the tail during escape turns. Given that CIN is important for slowing down locomotion rhythm, as well as suppressing the motor activity on the contralateral side during turns, it is likely that hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons form synapses to
spinal interneurons CoBLgly and CoLo in order to control the rhythm of tail movement during turns.

Third, as CINs receive direct excitatory inputs from ipsilateral EINs\textsuperscript{6}, it appears reasonable that unilateral excitation to EIN can indirectly excite CIN and consequently increase the network’s cycle period. Nevertheless, I find that both bilateral and unilateral excitation to EINs actually results in a small decrease in the cycle period of network oscillations. This finding is consistent with previous modeling studies using different spinal CPG models\textsuperscript{3,30}. In larval zebrafish, a type of ipsilateral excitatory spinal interneuron, namely CiD, has been found to be rhythmically active during locomotion, and is considered an important cell type in the spinal CPG\textsuperscript{26–28}. However, the result from this modeling study suggest that hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons are less likely to innervate CiDs in order to increase the cycle period of tail movement during turns.

In summary, this modeling study suggests that one of the mechanisms by which RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons can increase the cycle period during turns is to innervate CINs in the spinal cord. In larval zebrafish, these CINs could be motor related spinal interneurons CoBLgly and CoLo. In addition to controlling the rhythm of tail movement, RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons also increase the tail bend during turns. Although not simulated in this modeling study, this is most likely achieved by descending excitation to ipsilateral motor neurons. In agreement with this idea, excitatory synaptic connections between MiV1 neurons and spinal motor neurons have recently been identified (Koyama et al., unpublished data).

A missing component of the abovementioned modeling studies is the role of commissural excitatory interneurons. In walking animals, commissural excitatory interneurons have been
proposed to coordinate the synchronous firing between the flexor and the extensor on the contralateral limbs\textsuperscript{32}. In swimming animals such as lamprey and larval zebrafish, the role of commissural excitatory interneurons is unclear. However, evidence shows that a type of commissural excitatory spinal interneuron, namely MCoD, in larval zebrafish is rhythmically active during locomotion, and is necessary for the expression of slow swims\textsuperscript{27,28}. The clear involvement of MCoD neurons in the central pattern generation is further supported by a recent finding that hindbrain MiV1 neurons form glutamatergic synapses to MCoD neurons (Koyama et al., unpublished data). As suggested by the modeling study in this thesis, bilateral modulations are much more efficient than unilateral modulations in controlling the cycle period of network oscillation. Thus a potential role of MCoD neurons may be to relay the unilateral descending command from RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 to the contralateral side of the spinal cord, potentially to the contralateral CINs. In this way, the unilateral descending command from hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons activates ipsilateral motor neurons to increase the tail bend angle, while MCoD neurons mediate bilateral modulation of CINs providing a robust mechanism to slow down the rhythm of network oscillations during turns.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The ability to associate two environmental cues, as in classical conditioning, or correlate one's behavior with its consequences, as in operant conditioning, are processes often essential for an animal's survival. While there are studies that have followed the ontogeny of learning behaviors in animal model systems of classical conditioning paradigms, the ontogeny of operant learning, in particular, remains much less explored.

The ability for classical conditioning is pervasive across the animal kingdom and often interpreted as the most basic and robust form of associative learning, however, it has been shown that adding an operant component to a learning task may increase performance or show it where it was not present before.

Zebrafish is an exceptional model of vertebrate neural development and amenable both to forward genetics and genetic manipulation. The transparent larvae are uniquely suited to functional imaging and have recently served to uncover fundamental mechanisms in fish locomotor control. Behavior is the ultimate functional readout of neural activity, indeed behavior is the ultimate evolutionary reason for the existence of brains, the changes in behavior during development should reflect the changes the nervous system undergoes as the larval organism develops into the adult. While there are well-established learning paradigms for Drosophila and rodent experimental models, zebrafish still lacks a systematic learning characterization. We describe here an approach to implement and test such learning assay that utilizes the fact that zebrafish can see and track visual stimuli and clearly perform visually-
evoked locomotor behaviors as early as 5 days post fertilization (dpf)\textsuperscript{11,12}. To that end we use visually-guided stimuli combined with a noxious electroshock to control learning behaviors. We characterize these assays and specifically obtain a full ontogeny of operant learning from 7 day old larvae to adult. This ontogeny will thus not only provide a full developmental picture of operant learning in a model vertebrate in itself but also provide a full functional correlate to the well described development of the nervous system in zebrafish. Moreover, it will determine how early zebrafish start to be able to not just integrate and respond to visual stimuli, but significantly change their behavior as a response to visual learning.

4.2 Classical and Operant Conditioning in Adult Zebrafish

To evaluate associative learning in zebrafish we set out to test two forms of learning robustly present in vertebrates, classical and operant conditioning. We developed tests that can easily be adapted and closely compared at different developmental stages from 7 dpf larvae, to complete adult maturation at 8 weeks. The general layout of our learning arena is described in Figure 4.1A and 4.1B. Fish swim freely in a tank cued with distinct patterns that demarcate the two halves of the arena. They are monitored continuously with a video tracking system, which registers their position online at all times.

During classical conditioning (Figure 4.1C) fish learn to associate an unconditioned stimulus (US), a small whole tank electroshock, with a visual pattern that is presented beneath the tank, the conditioned stimulus (CS). The US is preceded and overlapped with the CS as illustrated and delivered in nine consecutive pairings at 0.1 Hz (Figure 4.1C, pink region). This assay could also be interpreted as a form of differential classical conditioning in which one visual stimulus (the CS+ represented in Figure 4.1A, 4.1B and 4.1C as a prominent checkered
board) is paired with the US and another one is not (the CS-, in this case the grey panel as in Figure 4.1C). The animals can be trained as easily to either of the stimuli. Remarkably, 2 hours after a successful training session against the checkerboard the same animal could be quickly conditioned against the grey stimulus as illustrated in supplementary movies 1 and 2.

In operant conditioning (Figure 4.1D), during the 30 minutes of training, a small shock is paired with the presence of the freely moving animal in one of two visually defined halves of the tank. The distinct difference with respect to the classical conditioning assay is that here it is an aspect of the animals’ own locomotor behavior, its position along the visual cues, that determines the presence of the CS and US. Training was followed by a 30 minute dark period, in which fish are deprived of all visual cues.

Both forms of learning are tested by monitoring the behavior of fish in the presence of the paired and unpaired (conditioned and neutral) visual cues (fig.1C and 1D, second half). The spatial preference of the fish is analyzed either based on their recorded position or on the number of times fish turn away from the conditioned cues. In the data shown in figure 1D and 1F fish were conditioned against red. They can be equally conditioned against the white stimulus. Both positional and turning analyses clearly show that adult fish can learn these tasks extremely well (Figure 4.1E and 4.1F), avoiding to swim in the areas paired with the noxious stimuli with performance indexes (PIs) close to +1.

If visuo-spatial stimuli are reversed during testing the animals’ preferred position reverses accordingly. In Figure 4.1C and 4.1D the vertical lines at 33.5min and 90min respectively indicate the time point at which the visual cues are reversed (symbolic icons above the panel).
Figure 4.1: Classical and operant conditioning in adult zebrafish.

(A) Experimental setup. The visual conditioned stimulus is presented on a LCD screen beneath an infrared lit fish tank. The unconditioned stimulus consists of an electric shock across the arena. (B) Left panel: a view of the arena from above without an infrared filter. Right panel: online analysis of fish location. (C) A typical example trace from a classical conditioning experiment showing the basic training protocol. Upper panel: experiments start with a baseline period (0 – 30 min), followed by a training period (30 – 31.5 min) and end with a test period (31.5 – 64 min). The visual cues presented at each of these stages are symbolized on top of the trace. Each black circle represents the animal’s location recorded at 1 frame/sec. The curly bracket indicates the time window used for analyzing conditioned behavior. Lower panel: magnified trace around the training period. Two visual cues are displayed alternatively but only one is associated with electric shocks (red ellipses). The trained fish changes position when the visual cues are switched (31.5 – 36.5 min). (D) A typical example trace from an operant conditioning experiment. The assay starts with a baseline period (0 – 30 min), is followed by a training period (30 – 60 min), then a dark period (60 – 90 min) and ends with a test period (90 – 120 min). The electric shocks applied during training are indicated by red ellipses. The conditioned response disappears immediately after visible light is removed in the dark period, but reappeared after the visual cues are presented in the test period (see Figure 4.5). (E) Adult zebrafish show a significant learning response after classical conditioning as analyzed both by the animal’s position or its turning behavior. The results of the two analyses are similar. In the turning analysis, each circle represents the performance index (PI) of a fish and the area of the circle represents the turning numbers within the analysis window. This allows visualizing and taking into account animals that show little movement and thereby perform fewer turns. In the
plot animals represented by a smaller dot performed fewer turns in the tank. The size of the dots gives us a strong degree of confidence in the data. Animals were trained against either grey or checkerboard with comparable learning indices and data are pooled in the figure. (F) Adult zebrafish show a significant learning response after operant conditioning; analysis as in E.
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4.3 Ontogeny of Learning in the Classical Conditioning Assay

To assess when zebrafish first start expressing learning behaviors, we continuously tested the same group of fish in our classical conditioning assay from larval to adult stages (see Figure 4.2A through 4.2C). Tank and visual stimulus size was scaled to fish stage in order to provide similar learning conditions to all animals. Figure 4.2D depicts the performance index of an individual group of fish that underwent classical conditioning for 5 consecutive days every week, over a period of more than six weeks.

The freely swimming group of fish was briefly exposed to a visual pattern paired to precede and overlap with a whole-tank electroshock for nine consecutive pairings at 0.1 Hz (Figure 4.1C, pink region). Figure 4.2D shows the performance index of the animals after training as they mature to adults. It is apparent that fish start learning significantly at week 4 and reach close to the maximum PI by week 6. As seen in figure 1, this is maintained in older adults. While the data gathered with this assay are striking and informative there are several caveats with this experiment. Firstly, fish are trained in groups, which may lead to interference effects between animals. Secondly, the repeated training sessions, which have been chosen for maximum impact, also contain inherently repeated extinction trials, which make the results harder to interpret. These compromising factors might serve as an explanation why fish apparently start learning only at an age greater than 25 days. Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, adding an operant component is known to increase the performance and the experiment shown here relies mostly on a classical assay. Therefore we subsequently tested individual animals in an operant assay to investigate the ontogeny of learning.
Ontogeny of learning in the classical conditioning assay.
(A - C) Typical example responses of 7-, 30- and 42-day old fish to the presence of visual CS. As fish mature, they progressively show a clear response, distributing themselves to avoid the CS during testing. (D) In our classical conditioning assay, learning is significant at week 4 and reaches adult performance level at week 6. The animals are trained and tested 6 times per day and their performance is quantified based on their position in the arena.
4.4 Ontogeny of Learning in the Operant Conditioning Assay

We analyzed operant conditioning over the course of development assaying different individual fish, each taken naively at different stages, from larva to adult. We observed that the capacity to learn, in this assay, begins at week 3 and reaches the maximum PI of +1 for almost all individuals tested by week 6, which is maintained in adult performance (Figure 4.3D). Even though we established a common training period of 30 minutes, it is evident that the number of shocks fish expose themselves to decrease as they develop, that is, they take progressively fewer shocks to learn to avoid the paired stimulus (Figure 4.3E). Even between weeks 7 and 8 when their performance level appears indistinguishable, there is a significant decrease in the number of shocks fish expose themselves to during training. This number decreases to less than half, from an average of 19 to 7 shocks (t test, p=0.0272) per training session.

There is substantial individual variability in results before week 3, indicating that some larvae could be able to perform these tasks. Although there is a progressive decrease in the number of shocks individuals expose themselves to, the decrease only becomes significant between week 2 and 3 when the performance index also becomes significantly higher (t-test, p=0.0492).
Figure 4.3: Ontogeny of learning in the operant conditioning assay.

(A - C) example traces of operant conditioning assay at different developmental stages. The baseline period (0 – 30 min) is followed by a training period (30 – 60 min) and ended with a test period (60 – 120 min). The visual cues are indicated on the left and maintained throughout the experiments. Striped visual cues are used for fish younger than 4 weeks to increase their chance of encountering the borderlines. The red dots indicate the shock events in the training period. The curly bracket indicates the time window for analysis. (D) Upper panel, conditioned behavior at different developmental stages. Each circle represents the performance index (PI) of a fish. The area of the circle is proportional to the turning events during the analysis window. Arrows indicate the PI of the fish demonstrated in (A - C). A consistent learning behavior in zebrafish emerges in week 3 and reaches adult performance during the juvenile stage and specifically week 6. The animals are trained and tested individually, and naive animals are used at each developmental stage. Lower panel, zebrafish show no innate preference for the visual stimuli at all developmental stages. (E) Number of shocks received during the training period (30-60 minutes) at each developmental stage assayed. The number of shocks decreases throughout development, even after week 4 when the PI is already close to 1. The number of shocks fish expose themselves to shows significant decrease between weeks 2 to 3, 4 to 5 and 7 to 8 (t-test, p=0.0492; p=0.0004 and p=0.0272, respectively).
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4.5 Persistence of Memory in Behavior of Adult Zebrafish

To assess the persistence of the learned behavior in adults we tested for the presence of conditioned behavior in response to the visual cues after an increasing length of time in the absence of visual stimuli after operant training.

Visual stimuli with reversed orientation were introduced after a period of no light in the tank to assure that the conditioned behavior is based on the presented visual stimuli, rather than other non-visual or distal visual cues (Figure 4.4A, example trace at 90 min). We found that the conditioned response disappears immediately after the removal of light, indicating that the behavior was purely visually-mediated (figs. 1D and 4A, 60-90 min, dark icon).

To test for the permanence of the memory in behavior, the length of the period with no light was gradually increased before reintroduction of the visual cues. Figure 4B plots the performance index observed for increasing periods in the absence of light. Figure 4A serves as an example typical raw trace where the positional distribution of the animal after the reintroduction of the stimulus is clearly biased towards the unpaired visual stimulus in spite of the reversal of orientation of the stimuli presented (Figure 4.4A, t>90 min).

In this assay the memory is shown to control the fish’s behavior, showing a PI significantly different from zero, for at least 6 hours (Figure 4.4B). By 12 hours fish have on average apparently lost the conditioned behavior (although high variability is seen here).

The apparent decrease in average PI to zero observed after 12 h in the absence of light (figure 4B) could mean that most animals have by this time positively lost the memory conditioned, that they are less responsive to stimulus reintroduction as this comes during the night time of their light-dark cycle or, alternatively, that this memory is still represented in the nervous system though no longer dominating the animals behavior in response to the conditioned
visual stimulus. In order to test for the ability to effectively recall this memory we provided a shock 30 minutes after testing (red dot at 120 min in figure 4A). It is clear that in most animals a brief electric shock can reinstate the behavior even after a 12-hour lag. We performed an additional experiment with 24hrs in the absence of light to test whether reintroduction of the visual cues during the Dark phase of their cycle could be showing an effect of sleep in the 12h time point and observed a similar result, the animals do not show significant conditioned behavior. However after a reinstatement shock, 4 of the 8 individuals tested show a learning performance index, indicating that even if there is high variability the memory may still be present in many individuals after this time.
Figure 4.4: Persistence of memory in adult zebrafish.

Persistence of conditioned response after an increasing length of dark period. Fish are trained and tested individually and a new fish is used in each condition. Turning performance analysis calculated unless otherwise indicated. (A) An example trace of an operant conditioning experiment involving a 30-min dark period (60 – 90 min) between the training (30 - 60) and test period (90 – 120 min). Each dot represents the animal’s location in the arena. The red ellipse in the training period represents the shock event. This animal expresses a robust conditioned response 30 minutes after learning. (B) Left panel, Naïve adult zebrafish show no innate preference to the visual stimuli. Middle panel, the conditioned response is largely intact 30 minutes after learning and gradually decreases until a residual response at 6 hr after training. Right panel, Seven fish serve as a yoke experiment receiving the electroshocks applied to the paired training group (2-min dark period) These shocks were uncorrelated to the fishes’ own location and the animals show no significant learning behavior. (C) A whole tank electric shock leads to re-expression of conditioned memory in behavior. After thirty minutes of test in the presence of visual cues after different lengths of time in the dark (90-120 min as example in fig. 4A) fish are given a single electroshock in the middle of a 20 sec period with light removed (to hinder direct association with visual stimuli). Fish that had apparently lost the expression of memory from behavior after 12 hours in the absence of light show a recovered performance index.
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4.6 Vision is the Sensory Modality Governing the Expression of the Learned Behavior

The learned spatial avoidance is expressed solely in the presence of visual cues and disappears completely when these are removed (Figure 4.5A). Locomotion is maintained or increased in the absence of visual cues and thus a decrease in PI is not confounded by fish ceasing activity (Figure 4.5B). Particularly, when the visual cues are reintroduced to fish kept in the dark, animals almost immediately return to their learned performance (Figure 4.5C) while maintaining their average locomotor activity in the tank (Figure 4.5D). The presence of other sensory modalities such as audition and lateral line sensing thus do not contribute or are insufficient for the expression of the learned behavior.
Figure 4.5: Vision is the sensory modality governing the expression of the learned behavior.

(A) Performance index of fish 5 minutes before and after removal of light. Animals used in operant conditioning experiment in fig. 1F. When the dark period is instated fish quickly redistribute their movement to the whole tank as can be seen by the decrease in the performance index. (B) Locomotion of fish during the same period registered in A. At the end of the training period animals are moving constantly while expressing the learned behavior and this transition to the dark period results in increased swimming. (C) Performance index of fish 5 minutes before and after visual stimuli are reintroduced. Reintroducing the visual cues results in the memory being re-expressed as can be seen by the increase in the performance index. (D) The change observed upon light reintroduction in C is achieved while retaining the same mobility in the tank.
4.7 DISCUSSION

Here, we provide a close analysis of the development of both classical and operant learning behaviors in zebrafish. We characterized the complete ontogeny of a learning behavior in a vertebrate model system from the time larvae first exhibit controlled visually elicited behaviors to full adult maturation. Results from our assays show that the ability to learn is first expressed in a window of time from 3 weeks post fertilization.

Ontogenies of classical conditioning in model systems have been intensely studied\textsuperscript{3,4} and more recently, with advances in molecular and developmental neurobiology, these ontogenies have taken an important role in serving as functional readouts for the underlying neural circuitry as it develops and progressively assembles components required for behavior and plasticity. The possibility of real time \textit{in vivo} imaging of neural development and activity in zebrafish makes this particular model system especially attractive\textsuperscript{14}.

Our results show remarkable similarity to those observed in mammals: rats and mice also show a defined window of time in which conditioning can first be induced. This window (generally occurring between two and three weeks after birth) is common for many different paradigms, such as different forms of Pavlovian fear conditioning and eyeblink conditioning\textsuperscript{2–5}. Moreover, studies of Pavlovian fear conditioning in infant hooded rats have found a dissociation in time between the ability to first detect visual events and to use these for associative learning\textsuperscript{3}.

To date there are no studies focusing on the initial development and maturation of learning behaviors in zebrafish. Studies have shown that adult zebrafish are good learners both using food as appetitive reward\textsuperscript{15,16} and noxious electroshock stimuli\textsuperscript{17–20}, some of these uncovering potential anatomical pharmacological and neurochemical components of the system where learning occurs\textsuperscript{18,20–23}. We have developed computer-based automated behavioral assays.
which we can easily control and comprehensively analyze. In our assays, adult zebrafish are clearly shown to be excellent learners as in both assays animals create a robust memory after only brief exposure to the unconditioned stimulus-conditioned stimulus (US-CS) pairing. Training and testing can be done without removing the animal from the water during the post-training period and the assay can easily be upgraded to monitor large numbers of animals at the same time for high throughput analyses.

We have used two different classical and operant conditioning freely-swimming behavioral assays. Despite the differences between these assays, both show a similar time-window for learning onset in development. Even though most zebrafish larvae performed poorly in both assays, the systems involved in visual detection and locomotor response are known to be fully functional at 7 dpf. Larval zebrafish at 5 dpf already express robust visually-induced behaviors including the optokinetic response (OKR)\textsuperscript{10,11,24}, phototaxis\textsuperscript{25}, the optomotor response (OMR)\textsuperscript{26,27} and prey capture\textsuperscript{12,28,29}. In several of these studies the locomotor behavior of larval zebrafish was characterized in detail and included multiple swimming and turning components which can be assembled together to generate very fine motor control as observed for example during prey capture. Larval zebrafish can perform visual tracking and fine optomotor responses even when immobilized in agar and in such experimental preparation also failed to show classical conditioning. Nonetheless it is possible that the visual system of larval zebrafish is not mature enough to distinguish between the different stimuli in our assay. We deliberately avoided the use of stimuli that elicit any innate preference or aversion as these make the interpretation of the assay inherently difficult. Together, this indicates that larval zebrafish between week 1 and week 2 already have a functional visual system and control of locomotion, but that these sensorimotor capabilities may have not yet have matured sufficiently to reliably support learning.
in our conditioning assays. Some of the larvae tested did show high learning performance indices (fig.3D) and recent data suggests that larval zebrafish are able to associate visual cues and tactile noxious stimuli30.

4.8 METHODS

Animals and Apparatus

In all experiments, where sexual dimorphism was clear, only female zebrafish were used to avoid any possible sexual bias in behavior31. Zebrafish of strain AB swam freely in a custom-built acrylic tank with opaque walls and transparent bottom. The tank’s size is 6cm x 6cm x 2.5cm with water 1-cm deep for animals younger than 3 weeks29, and 18cm x 6cm x 12cm with water 3-cm deep for older fish. Visual stimuli are presented on a LCD screen immediately below the tank (Samsung, SyncMaster, 15inch, 1024 X 768 Pixels). Swimming behavior is recorded at one frame per second using an infrared-sensitive CCD camera positioned above the tank. A 15 volt Infrared LED array was custom built within the LCD screen to illuminate the arena from below. An infrared filter is positioned in front of the camera to block visible light. This facilitates online analysis of fish position via a custom-written LabView program (National Instruments). A small fan is used to dissipate the heat generated by IR-LEDs. Electric shocks (70ms, 9V/6cm) are delivered via four pieces of steel mesh, two on each side of the arena. Shock delivery at each side of the arena is controlled independently. Dose response curves to strength of electric stimuli were obtained (data not shown) and we chose stimulus values around 9V, which were placed in the range of values that elicits a response in all stages with 100% reliability and no detectable short or long-term damage to the animal. Experiments were undertaken at daytime in the animals
14-10 h light-dark cycle (L-9am-11pm, D-11pm-9am). In experiments in fig.4 memory retention after 12 hours was assayed at nighttime.

Training protocols

All behavioral experiments are divided into baseline, training and test periods. Fish are introduced to the arena 30 minutes before starting experiments with the LCD screen on with the cues to be used for conditioning.

During classical conditioning, in the baseline and test periods, the two distinct visual cues are presented below the tank and no electric shocks are delivered. During training, the conditioned visual stimulus (CS) is presented for 1.5 sec followed by the non-conditioned visual stimulus (non-CS) for 8.5 sec, 9 times, for 1.5 minutes. An electric shock (70ms, 9V/6cm) serves as unconditioned stimulus (US), which overlaps and ends simultaneously with the CS visual cue.

For the experiments described in figure 1C and 1E, individual naive 1-year old fish were used. For the experiments described in figure 2, 17 fish were trained and tested as a group starting at 7dpf. This group was used repetitively throughout the experiment up to 42dpf. In this experiment fish were trained as in the protocol above, but 6 consecutive times, with test periods of 90 seconds between them.

During operant conditioning experiments, the design for the baseline and test periods is the same as in the classical conditioning assay. During operant training, the two visual cues are presented simultaneously below the tank, and electric shocks are delivered at frame acquisition rate (1Hz) only whenever the animal enters the area demarcated by the conditioned visual cue. This is followed by a dark period of variable length and subsequent reverse cue introduction. Cues are always reintroduced for testing when the animal is swimming over the area.
corresponding to non-CS. For the experiments described in figure 1D and 1F, individual naïve 1-year old fish were used. For those described in figure 3, individual naïve fish were trained and tested at each developmental stage. Training was performed for both different cues used in each experiment to control for any innate preference. In addition, cues of similar luminance were used for larvae and juveniles to prevent bias from the strong phototaxis response present in larvae.

In the experiments that test the persistence of memory, a period during which all visible lights are turned off is introduced between training and test periods. A whole-tank reinstatement shock is provided after 30 minutes of test, this shock is presented in the middle of a twenty second period of no light in the tank so as to avoid pairing with any particular visual cue.

Analysis

The swimming behavior along the tank is quantified based on either the animal’s position or its turning behavior. In positional analysis, the animal receives a score of -1 or +1 in each image frame if its center of mass is in the conditioned or non-conditioned visual area of the tank, respectively. The performance index (PI) is the average of the scores in the first 5 minutes of the test period. An animal that only swims in the non-CS area during the time window shows a PI of +1, a fish that swims evenly between the two zones shows a PI of zero and conversely a fish that would only swim in the conditioned area would have a PI of -1.

In turning behavior analysis, an animal receives a score of +1 if it turns away from the CS visual cue and receives -1 if it turns away from the non-CS visual cue. The animal receives a score of 0 if it turns at the two ends of the tank. The PI is the sum of scores divided by the half number of all turning events during the analysis window. Thus an animal that always turns away from the CS visual cue receives a PI of +1. A fish that only turns at the end of the tank, a
behavior that is often observed in naïve animals, receives a score of 0. The PI of a fish in the figures is represented by a circle. The center represents the value of the PI and the area is proportional to the overall number of turning events. The analysis of turning behavior therefore weighs the performance of fish according to their total locomotion.

In *Locomotion analysis* we analyzed the movement of the fish at a 5 Hz frame rate. We calculated speed from the difference in position every second and plot the average for every 30 second on figure 5. T-tests are performed where necessary, always assuming unequal variance.

### 4.9 Reference


CHAPTER 5
General discussion and future directions

The data presented in the preceding chapters demonstrates the behavioral role and functional organization of three small groups of spinal projection neurons, namely RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons, in controlling turning behaviors of larval zebrafish. This is one of the very few examples\(^1\textsuperscript{-4}\) where the behavioral role of spinal projection neurons is explicitly characterized in vertebrates.

The behavioral setup developed in this thesis is able to (a) automatically record the swimming behavior of larval zebrafish at 500 frames per second while updating four types of visual stimuli in real time, and (b) automatically extract detailed kinematics of tail movements. The ability to examine tail motion in detail allows characterizing the behavioral role of small sets of spinal projection neurons. Using the experimental setup, I show that:

1. Hindbrain RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons modulate the first undulation cycle of tail movement during turns by increasing the tail bend angle and the cycle period.
2. Forward swims remain intact after the removal of these ventromedial neurons, suggesting the presence of an independent descending pathway that controls symmetric tail movements.
3. The occurrence of forward swims drastically increases after ablating RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons, suggesting that the ventromedial neurons generate turns by modulating the basic motor pattern of forward swims. This is in contrast to the scenario where RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons generate turns by creating a complete, biased waveform of tail movement.
4. Turning strength is most likely to be mediated by an activity-dependent mechanism at the level of spinal projection neurons, rather than a recruitment mechanism.

On the basis that RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons increase the tail bend angle and the cycle period of tail movements, I propose the following connection patterns between the ventromedial spinal projection neurons and the neurons in the spinal cord: (a) they innervate motor neurons in order to increase the tail bend angle, and (b) they innervate commissural inhibitory spinal interneurons, most likely CoBL\textsubscript{gly} and CoLo neurons, to increase the cycle period as well as to indirectly suppress the spinal network on the non-turning side. More work will be required to completely detail the descending motor control of turning behaviors. Specifically, double patch recordings of neurons in the hindbrain and the spinal cord are required to confirm the proposed synaptic connections. Second, the behavioral role of spinal interneurons such as CoBL\textsubscript{gly} and CoLo neurons during turns should be tested by using laser ablation technique. Finally, the axonal arborization of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons should be examined by using single-cell electroporation of dyes; this should provide critical insights on how these three pairs of nuclei differ in their anatomy and how they work together.

The results from this thesis along with previous findings\textsuperscript{3,5} also suggest a modular design of descending motor control in the larval zebrafish. In this design, each component of the descending motor system has its unique function; removing one component does not affect the operation of others. In addition, combining the action of multiple components can generate new functions. This thesis demonstrates that RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons control turning angles but are not necessary for generating symmetric tail oscillations. A previous study\textsuperscript{3} showed that the Mauthner neuron and its segmental homologs, namely MiD2cm and MiD3cm neurons, control the response delay of escape turns but are not necessary for generating the wide spectrum
of turning angles. These results suggest that descending pathways mediated by the ventromedial neurons, the Mauthner neuron and its homologs, and an independent subset of spinal projection neurons (likely nMLF neurons) control the turning angle, the response delay, and symmetric tail undulations, respectively. In line with a modular design, turns and forward swims appear to share a common descending pathway that generates symmetric tail undulations, but turns require the additional action of RoV3, MiV1 and MiV2 neurons to elicit the increased tail bend angle and the cycle period during the first undulation cycle. There are roughly 200 spinal projection neurons in larval zebrafish, and the abovementioned ventromedial and Mauthner neurons only constitute ~46 of them. Other spinal projection neurons must control other aspects of locomotor behaviors. For example, the “J shaped” tail bend during prey capture⁶ could result from the combined action of the spinal projection neurons that generate the visually induced turns and the additional neurons that stiffen bilateral muscles on the rostral portion of the tail⁷. In this way, the undulation at the rostral portion of the tail is suppressed, and only the caudal end of the tail undulates.

The purpose of the brain is often considered to generate higher order functions such as learning, memory, consciousness and emotion. These functions are all important, but they are only important because they influence how animals behave. It is through behaviors that these brain processes can interact with the external world and have evolutionary relevance. In chapter 4 of my thesis, I showed that the adult zebrafish is able to perform robust learning behaviors. The learning behavior requires the brain to distinguish different visual stimuli, associate the visual stimulus with aversive shocks, and remember the association for hours; the emotion of fear may also be established. These sensory, memory and cognitive processes are only relevant to the animal’s well being because they modulate the turning behavior of the fish to avoid
electroshocks. Due to its optical and genetic accessibility as well as the simple descending motor system, the larval zebrafish has become an ideal vertebrate model to characterize the network connection between the brain and the spinal cord. A thorough understanding of how the brain controls body movement in a vertebrate animal model may soon be achieved.
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